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CHAPTER ONE
PROBLEM DEFINITION
A. Research Objectives
The objectives ofthis thesis are to research and compare the
Enviromnentallaws ofthe U.S. and Mexico to determine how to develop a
method for the transferring ofenvironmental requirements between the two
national standards. This documentation will be completed through research
and documentation of:
1. peripheral issues affecting the enforcement ofMexico's lawst
2. the writing structure ofthe environmentallawst
3. a cross-reference between the Mexican and U.S. lawst
4. Mexico's social constraints,
5. obligations of international treaties, and
6. comparison with U.S. environmental laws.
This thesis will present a thorou~ well conceived documentation that
can be used by professional environmental personnel in transition between
the two countries and their requirements. To the best ofthis authors
knowledge, this is the flIst time anyone has made a comprehensive effort to
cross-reference the U.S. and Mexican environmental laws.
To initiate a new law in both the U.S. and Mexico it must flfSt be
published in the respective country's Federal Register of legislative
1
documents. Publishing an ecological law will initiate a standard, but
understanding the enforcement criteria and comparing it to another country's
program is mOve difficult. The objective ofthis thesis is to develop and
document a cross reference index to help environmental personnel readily
find comparative laws per subject listing.
B. Deliverable Products
This thesis will develop three deliverable products:
1) The first is a cross-reference ofthe environmental laws ofthe
two countries as provided in Appendix A. The cross-reference
between the U.S. and the Mexican environmental laws is sorted
alphabetically by subject titles in the rust column of the matrix.
This will assist companies from one country that are considering
moving to the other, to quickly determine what environmental
laws and standards they must comply with at their new
destination by subject titles.
2) The second deliverable is the reader's training provided in
chapter four to search out specific environmental laws based on
the subject titles ofinterest as identified in the cross-referenced
laws.
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3) The third deliverable is a summarized comparison ofU.S. and
Mexican environmental standards and regulations for Air,
Water, Chemical list and Manufacturing cons1raints that is
provided in chapter five. The comparisons are not all inclusive
but are intended as a teaching technique to foUow in developing
a detailed comparison for any specific industry or process which
the readers might desire to develop.
c. Mexico's National Phobia
A major constraint for developing a comparison and a company
specific Environmental Program for a company moving to Mexico is
Mexico's national apprehension of Yankee intervention in Mexico's internal
affairs. A fear ofhaving the U.s. cram their laws and technology down
Mexico's throat because the U.S. perceives it is good for Uncle Sam therefor
it must be good for Mexico. Any environmental program developed by a
reader must be completely within the context ofMexican regulations, with
their designated organizations and authorities, to avoid any appearance of a
u.s. company trying to push U.S. enviromnentallaws into Mexico's internal
affairs.
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This task is easier than the reader might first imagine as Mexico has
published and is publishing environmental laws through their Federal
Register and Environmental Enforcement Agencies which are accessible
through a translating services on CD ROM disks. The environmental
regulations and company programs will be affected by several peripheral
issues ofwhich the reader must be aware.
D. Peripheral Issues that will Aid in the Implementation of
An Environmental Enforcement Program
There are six considerations that will aid in the development and
documentation ofan environmental program for a company going into
Mexico. These are:
1. CBI. NAFIA, GAIT, LAFfA
The Caribbean Basin's Economic Recovery Act (CBI), North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFfA), and the General Agreements on
Trade Tariffs (GAIT) illustrate the evolving awareness ofenvironmental
problems and their inclusion in fegional and world trade agreements. The
CBI enacted in 1983 predates NAFfA which was enacted in December
1994. CBI provided major funding, duty free co-production ofgoods, and
4
tax-free entry ofproducts grown and manufactured in 23 CBI countries into
the U.S. The CBI however, did not mention any environmental controls (U.S.
DOC, Caribbean Basin Initiative).
NAFTA, signed in December 1983, required numerous environmental
controls. A governmental agency in Mexico known as "SEDESOV'
(Secretariat of Social Development), is designated to administer the
environmental program.
NAFTA will eventually expand throughout Latin America, as
"LAFTA," the Latin American Free Trade Agreement. Mexico's
cnvironmt,~taI agency will probably be duplicated or studied by every
country in Central and South America. The Mexican laws e31l be accepted
and used as South America's national standards without the appearance of
Yankee colonialism, especially if they can be economically implemented in
acceptable cost tradeoffs as green technology. "Green technology" is
improved production technology that increases productivity of quality
merchandise while decreasing tbe amount of pollution per writ ofproduction.
The GATT Agreement is a compilation of several agreements and their
documentation that total an ,estimated 22,000 pages. The generalized
agreement covers several conferences held over several years. GAIT is not
available "in total" for public review and there is some question as to exactly
5
what is included. The congressional offices of Oklahoma congressmen have
different responses to request for GATf information but no all encompassing
documents are available...
There are serious negotiations already underway to expand NAFTA
into the Four Amigos Pact by exten.ding it to Chili. In anticipation of the
NAFTA expansion, the U.S. Department ofCommerce (USDOC) has
implemented an environmental marketing effort toward Chili and Argentina
(USDOC, Chile and Argentina Environmental Technologies Export Market
Plan). The expansion of the trade block will continue from there Wltil the
full Latin American Free Trade Agreement (LAFTA) will be developed for
aU of the American Countries. Before the NAFTA pack is further
expanded, an evaluation of Mexico's environmental regulations compared to
those of the U.S. is needed to verifY that a serious effort is being made for
Mexico to protect their ecology. Chapter five ofthis thesis was developed to
provide an overall ecological comparison as well as to provide individual
companies an indication of how tbe two countries· laws compare.
If Mexico, with aU ofNAFTA's Funding assistance, does not
implement a successful environmental protection system, then there is almost
no chance that Chili or any other Latin American country can even start such
a program.
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2. International Oreanizations
The World Bank (WB), International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the
U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) are already de facto
world (ecological) enforcement organizations. They control independent
nations' ecological policies by lending or not lending them the capital funds
for needed projects. The decisions ofthe investment organization depend on
a nation's overall industrial and debt structure, their public health programs,
and human rights activities. The loan applications may be tailored to
consider their environmental ecological controls. Unfortunately unless a
nation's ecological controls are structurally in place, they may be set aside for
other considerations such as the promoting of t'clear-cutting" of Brazil's
national forest to produce a quick cash infusion to reduce a short term debt
cnSIS.
Many ofthe world's nations have set up a "System ofNational
Accounts" (SNA). SNA optionally mayor may not have ecological
renewable or non-renewable resources listed as a national asset to offset
indebtedness. Also SNA mayor may not account for national pollution and
environmental quality. Accounting for the natural degradation ofa nation's
environment and/or liabilities for pollution remediation would more
7
accurately reflect a nation's net worth. However~ unless alll><>nO'wing nations
use a similar format to include the liabilities, an individual.nation's
environmental liability would reduce its national assets balance, limiting its
borrowing capabilities and subsequently causing the intefest rates to be raised
on its debts.
The WB, IMP, and USAID all have heavy influence on smaller world
economies and are in tum influenced by the United States, which is the major
provider offunds. (Guruswamy~ L.D., et al,.lncorporatingNatural
Resources in National Income Accounts, p. 1140)
3. Technology Transfers AtIectine Enyironrnental Controls
A major source ofMexico's industrial technology is the U.S. trading
and industrial companies who are expanding into Mexico and developing
facilities there. Those companies are presently operating under strict U.S.
environmenta11aws at home. They can transfer their environmental
avoidance/remediation rechnology into Mexico with their plants if they are
required to by Mexico's regulations and environmental enforcement agencies.
An example ofenvironmental disaster, due to a failure to plan, is the
two sulfur emission spewing electrical utility plants, Carbon One and Two,
south ofEagle Pass and San Antonio, Texas. The plants were designed by
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Southern California Edison (SeE) ofRosemead, California, a major utility
company. Air emission controls were not designed or built into the structure
of the plants as the air emissions controls were not required, by Mexico's
ecological laws at the time ofbid award. (pasztor~ A.~ WSJ~ Sept 8, 1993).
Allegedly, the particulate emissions laws governing the two power plants are
ten times weaker than the U.S. ,environmental standards and the sulfur
dioxide limit was eight times higher. The needed scrubbers would have cost
an estimated $300M to install in 1993. Mexico officials say they cannot
afford to pay. Due to the environmental controversy, the World Bank (WB)
has pulled out ofthe fmancing arrangements.
The two utility plants were built close to high suI.fur coal obtained from
strip mining pits which were a major generator ofnew jobs. The plants were
built in an isolated area to 1) create jobs and 2) send power south to Mexico
City. No power is marketed into the U.S. The isolated Mexican areajust
happens to be near the international border with the U.S. and Big Bend
National Park.
4. LiI&k ofMexican Quality and..£mductivity
Interestingly enough, the fact that Mexican Industries were not ready to
compete with U.S.lCanadian mass production ofquality goods when NAFfA
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took effect has helped Mexico's environmental program. While sales of
Mexican production are starting to increase, the production of goods is being
done with less workers and with less pollution. Mexican companies are
automating as fast as possible to take advantage of available NAFTA money
and to increase both quality and production of industrial goods and services
with less production waste.
Mexico's government statistics report that, when NAFTA took effect
the nwnber ofMexican workers producing goods like TVs and tractors
declined 7 percent, while production rose 9 percent. The increased
productivity was due to purchases and installation of automated equipment.
The Mexican garment industry has laid off 10 % of their garment workers
since January 1994 and the l,east affected sector, food and beverages has laid
off 0.3% (AP Bureau, Chalco, Mexico December J2, ]994).
The cited factor for the layoffs was that manufacturers, who had been
crippled for years by economic crisis and protected from competition by
import curbs, suddenly had the chance to retool plants and become more
efficient by replacing man with machines, purchased tariff free, from the
U.S. and Canada. The new machines didn't need additional expenses for job
training, quality improvement, and/or environmental training.
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NAFTA induced fmanoing for new equipment was made available to
help Mexico companies compete with the imports ofcomp.anies like WaI-
Mart, Sam's Club, Price Club, and other warehouse stores which flooded the
Mexican market with better quality goods at lower prices.
Mexico's expectation that NAFTA would create increased employment
and that U.S. jobs would poW" south hasn't happened except :in the
construction industry which has the lowest paying jobs available.
Typical of the Mexi,can small business experiences under NAFTA is
the production oftortillas. Tortillas are a flat round pancake piece of non-
leavened bread made mainly from finely grOlmd com meal. Tortillas are used
in making Taco shells, are wrapped around meat for burritos, and/or ,eaten by
themselves as "pan" or bread. The Tortillas are a mainstay of Mexican meals
and their production was a major small or cottage business in Mexico before
a government conservation program was launched to consolidate the
hundreds ofsmall shops into a few mass production efficient 'centers.
Several years ago, before NAFTA, this author visited a tortilla shop in
Progressio Mexico which was a salesroom in front of30-50 small shops,
each ofwhich had an individual busy cooking tortillas over a small frre in a
grease skillet. The tortillas were then gailiered and carried to the front shop
for street vending. In December,. 1994 following full implementation of
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NAFTA and government programs to support i~ this author again visited the
same shop.
The shop location and front sales counter was all that remained the
same. Now the front shop is a manufactlU"ing plant where alI the dough is
prepared by one individual in a large commercial steel, electrical driven,
mixing bowl from 50 pound burlap sacks mixed with one gallon (3.785
liters) cans ofliquid ingredients. The balls of dough are then carried to three
parallel, mass production units where they are placed in a hopper and
squirted out the bottom. The dough is automatically rolled and cut to size
with the excess peeled up, reballed and returned to the hopper by three
teenage girls. The round tortillas move in a steady stream by conveyer
through a gas frred, U shaped 0\'00 back to the beginning and are dumped in
a stack in front ofthe girls who count and stack them on a distinctly colored
yellow waxpaper which is then wrapped around the stack.
For the environmental, mass production, and marketing fimctions, the
new operation is excellent The three gas frred ovens replaced 30-50 open.
fifes, skillet greases were eliminated, high volume bulk material handling
replaced small units, and people carrying the florescent yellow packages on
the street are a walking advertisement for the shop. While the operation is
very efficient with the four production people replacing the 30-50 previous
12
cooks in the back shops, the loss of income for the affected families may be
part of a larger problem.
5. Social Expectations
Social expectations in Mexico are for better quality goods at lower
prices, but nobody mentioned any job cut-backs or lay-offs due to
automation. While the argument can be made that environmental compliance
is not sociologically dependent, environmental personnel must be acutely
aware that when an individual's social expectations and hopes, are raised for
jobs and/or improved living standards, then dashed, the deprived segment
will react, often violently. Recent and current Mexican examples are:
a) The riots ofDecember, 1993 which occurred along the U.S. and
Mexican Border. Mexico frrst raised their working class expectations
for more and better, lower priced goods by advertising for and passing
NAFTA. Mexico then lowered the 32% tax rate exemption on goods
that Mexican citizens can bring home from the U.S. from $300 down
to $50. (Rangel, E., Valley Morning Star December 27, 1994, p. A 2).
b) The febellion in Mexico's southern state of Chiapas was started on
December 19, 1993, the date NAFTA took effect, in an attempt by the
poverty stricken population to:
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• protest NAFfA, and
• gain an improved standard ofliving (Hayward, S., Valley
Star).
It was also to:
• gain a voice for democracy, and
• justice through land distribution. (Eaton, T. Dallas Morning
News, December 29, 1994 pp. I & lOA).
Another aspect to the Chiapas rebellion is that San Cristobal de
las Casas potentially blocks Mexico's "southern trade,'· highway
system. Highway #190 with its infrastructure system is the most direct
trucking route to and from Gualemala, which funnels trade vehicles
from El Salvador, Honduras, and southern Belize through southern
Mexico. San Cristobal can be circwnventcd both east and west by
traffic routes but not economically. To go west, trucks must cross the
Continental Divide oftbe "Sierra Madre Occidental" (West) and to go
east, the trucks must go through North Belize into the Yucatan
Peninsula The transportation cost of alternative routes will be
prohibitive.
Any U.S. company planning on moving into the southern region
must provide ecological protection while actively facilitating and
publishing an economic development policy.
14
6. Existing problems thBtbaye received...mdepu~
Mexico has all ofthe normal problems, but politically several
environmentally sensitive problems exist to accelerate remediation programs
(Speciality Technical Publishers, EnyjronmentalManagement for Mexican
Industry, pp. 1.1-1.7).
Some of the environmental problems are:
• EI Paso/Juarez and San Diegoffijuana exceed the carbon
monoxide and ozone standards.
• Inha1able particulate matter norms (pM10) are exceeded in at
least parts ofseven of the eight twin cities on the U.S./Mexican
border.
• Nogales Mexico has an open, burning toxic waste dwnp that is
contaminating both the air and ground water on both sides of the
border. (Price~ R., Many Blame Toxic Waste from Mexico,
USA Today).
• Industrial companies must start using sewage treated grey water
for their source water as all fresh, potable water is being
reserved as drinking water supply for the populace.
• The air pollution in Mexico City has reach the pollution point
where companies such as a PMEX oil refmery with its
associated jobs was moved out ofthe Federal District's Mexico
City Valley.
• The EI Paso-Juarez valleys air pollution is so bad that an
international air control district has been established and funded
to initiate remediation actions on both sides ofthe border
(pasztor, A., U.S., Mexico OffiCials Plan to Create Air-
Pollution Zone for Border ReSidents).
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• The Carbon One and Two coal fired electrical power plants
south ofEagle Pass Texas, are creating a political embarrassing
incident and the money ($350-400M) will be found to correct
the problem (sulfuric coal dust) and protect the U.S. air from
the Big Bend National Park to San Antonio to Corpus Christe,.
Texas and all points south to the border.
E. Peripheral Problems Impeding The Implementation
OfEnvironmental Programs
There are ten peripheral considerations that may impede a oompanyts
program to implement an aggressive ecological protection program in
Mexico. These considerations are:
1. Imfe Deficits
Expanding NAFTA trade has resulted in an expansion ofMexico's
trade deficit with U.S. contributing to the devaluation ofthe peso. In the frrst
nine months oftrade following NAFfA enactment, Mexican exports to the
U.S. grew 22 percent to $35.7B. However,. U.S. exports grew 9 percent to
$37.5B for an increased Mexico deficit of $1.8B. (AP Bureau, Chalco,
Mexico, p. 14)
Much ofthe capital equipment in the trade expansion helped to
improve the environmentally related, industrial production capacity.
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However~ the devaluated peso makes future improvements at least 50% more
expensive depending on where the peso fmally stabilizes. Mexico's industrial
upgrading through NAFfA became a victim ofits own success.
2. Transportation
One problem related to the environmental upgrading is the inability to
minimize system cost such as tr,ansportation. An estimated 90% ofall
NAFTA goods produced through the Canadi.an, U.S., Mexico hemispherical
geographical area will move north-sou~ along three well defined trucking
routes and east-west on two more routes. Once the industrial goods have left
Mexico alI ofthe expenses and pollution from the transportation will be a
U.S. expense and will be Iwnped and hidden in existing state cost categories
and government programs. The affected states are going to try for some type
ofpollution cost recovery.
A. H.ighway Systems
The inspections amllheir integrity related to transportation are
especially important becHUSe the highway systems are a natural conduit
for drug movement from South America into the U.S. population
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centers. Examining the routes:
1) The three north-south routes are:
a) From Vancouver, British Columbia to San Diego,
Ca.. to Mexicali. Mexico by the U.S. 5 highway
system.
b) From Winnipeg, Manitoba south to San Antonio on
U.S. 29 & 35 then dispersing into the Rio Grande
Valley and on to Monterrey and Mexico City.
c) From Toronto, Ontario to Oklahoma City on U.S.
90/70 and/or 44 then southon U.S. 35 into San
Antonio.
2.) The two east-west Routes are:
a) U.S. 10 across the southwestern states will be a
heavy east-west trucking route for Mexican goods
due to a lack of lateral highways in Mexico near the
border and for movement ofgoods to and from the
southeastern U.S.
b) U.S. 44/70 which runs from the southwestern U.S.
to the northeastern U.S.. This highway system will
carry Mexico originated goods into the New
England states and distribution centers along the
route.
B. Drug Smug~
One apparent solution for decreasing the 100% unloading and
loading inspections and transportation cost in border crossings would
be to inspect and seal the semi-trailers at the point ofproduction and
unseal them at their destination. This would allow more roll on/roll off
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(ROIRO) shipments on rail and container ship movements. However,
while this author was in Brownsville, Texas in December 1994, a
sealed truck was selected at random and opened for verification of the
system. The truck contained $2.4 M ofdrugs behind a faIse side wall.
c. Structural CapacitY ofthe Hidnvay System
The U.S. highway systems are constructed for and limited to
90,000 pOlDld load limits while the Mexico highway system has a
130,000 pound limit This is going to be a states' problem as NAFTA
is an international treaty which prohibits non-tariff barriers such as
restricting interstate commerce movement ofMexico's trucks with their
130,000 pound loads (Mitchell, K. Access, pp. 6-9).
D. Cargo and Inspection Facilities
In attempting to solve the transportation and drug inspection
problems several transportation improvements are being made:
1) Transloading and inspection docks are being constructed
along the border where trucks from Mexico cross the
international trade bridges to the weather protected docks
from the south side. The goods are unloaded, inspected
and reloaded into U.S. and Canadian trucks backed up on
the north side ofthe docks.
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2) Additional facilities are also being provided where sealed
trailers are uncoupled from Mexican tractors, opened &
inspected, resealed, and picked up by different tractors
from the u.s. and Canada.
3) In the Brownsville area, 12 miles west ofBrownsville
and six miles south ofSan Benito Texas, a completely
separate cargo transfer I inspection facility has been
constructed. It is complete with a separate highway, free
international six lane bridge, and handling facilities to
expedite movement ofgoods. It bypasses the
metropolifan Brownsville-.-Matamoros AreH and connects
the U.S. 77 and Mexico 2 highway systems. A second
facility will also be built between two large industrial
parks east ofBrownsville-Matamoros, adjacent to
Brownsville's International Airport.
4) In the Laredo-Nuevo crossing south ofSan Antonio,
there are allegations that due to the inadequate
transportation inftastruetme ofaccess roads, bridges, and
inspection facilities, it takes up to 24 hours for trucks to
move goods across the border.
3. Unem,plo.yment
Unemployment is a very real danger for Mexico even though the
official statistics list only 6.9% as unemployed, because:
A. Population Age
Twenty-five percent ofilieir population is less than 16 years old.
They are without jobs and hopes of getting one when they move into
the labor market are slim. Approximately one million workers per year
are becoming ofage and moving into the labor market. (A.P. Chalco,
Mexican Workers NAFTA's Losers).
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B. Undocumented Workers
There are an estimated three million undocumented workers
toiling illegally in the U.S. who are being shipped home by the
legislative efforts of a new U.S. congress, and
C. Underemployment
Millions more in M,exico are currently underemployed and
barely surviving (Hayward, S., Vallley Star).
It will be imperative that company environmental programs not be
linked with forced unemployment in the minds ofthe labor force.
4. ~tability ofMexicQ's Environmental Inspection ProfUam:
Another problem isa general U.S. distrust ofMexicoIS effort to
inspect and determine causes ofpollution. In central Menee at the
Silva Dam in the state ofGuanajuato, there is a seven square mile,
manmade lake. In January an estimated 20,000 migratory birds died
(A.P. Mexico City, Probe Sought ofBirdKills in Mexico). By
February 1'9, 1995 the continuing bird deaths was estimated a140,OOO
birds of 22 species. When the 1995 spring migration back to Canada,
begins, the birds will again pass through the Silva area and an
additional killing may occur with a die-off scattered up the Central
Flyway ofthe U.S..
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Originally the Mexican authorities claimed to have found no
cause for the hirds' deaths despite the facts that:
a) Autopsies indicate heavy metal poisoning from chemical plants may
be involved.
b) The city ofLeon with 800,000 population dumps its waste water
(including industrial waste) into the lake's sources.
c) Scores of local hide tanneries in the Leon region dump thcir waste
effiuents directly into stre.ams 12 miles upstream from the lake.
The magnitude ofthe problem has expanded as:
a) Livestock are starting to die.
b) Toxins may be creeping into the aquifers.
c) Children who play near the water have developed skin ailments.
d) The reservoir is turning into a "Mexican Environmental Nightmare.·'
(McMahon, C., Silva Mexico).
Mexico's National Water Commission has now blamed the deaths on
an agricultural pesticide called "Endosulfan."
The original death ofthe 20,000 migratory birds in December caused
only a minor stir in certain circles of the U.S., primarily the Audubon
Society. However, the Silva Reservoir has now taken on a life of its own.
Mexico's failure to take quic~ aggressive action to explain the death of
migrating waterfowl from the U.S. and Canada has elevated the Silva
Reservoir case to the NAFTA Environmental Cooperation Agency based in
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Montreal and will be the agency's frrst case if formerly presented for their
reVIew. (Powell, S., Tulsa World, Sports p.4 & Tulsa World January 17,
1995)
5. Internal U.S. opposition to U.S. Environmental Laws
A physical resistance to the implementation of environmental
regulations in the U.S. has been growing for some time. It has been alleged
(Margolis,1., Chicago Tribune, December 8, 1994) that in California,
Oregon, Nevada, and New Mexico, private threats and harassing telephone
calls to homes of federal inspectors have been made by people opposed to
federal environmental law enforcement of environmental regulations against
low or no pay corporate activities on public owned lands. These protected
activities include acid based gold mining, cattle grazing on government
ranges, and private hunting parties on public lands that cannot be reached by
the public without crossing private property. Allegedly some of the
harassment has been coordinated by local government officials as part of a
resistance to federal government takeover of local jobs or for prosecuting
local citizens.
Five states (Delaware, Louisiana, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and
Virginia) have refused to enforce the EPA federally mandated Central Tail
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Pipe Air Emission Inspection System to help the EPA's dirty air cities to
reach their mandated cleanup levels.. The compliance refusals are based on
claims that "better roadside measuring technology is available. tt (Everly-
Donze, Susan, Tulsa World, January 9, 1995, p.l).
With the republican sweep to power in the U. S., the considerable
rhetonc that the implementing regulations for the U.S. ccologicallaws arc
going to be reviewed and modified, has not been lost on Mexico. The impact
ofthe headlines but not the details of the internal U.S. opposition to
environmental compliance regulations are spilling over into Mexico.
However, there is a difference between the resistance in the two
countries. In the U.S. the protest and reviews are intended to review
alternative technologies available and to slow down the burgeoning
expansion of industrial regulatory controls in order to better balance the
interest ofbusinesses with the environmental requirements (Tulsa World,
Santa Fe, N.M., Em'ironmental Rule Cost Blasted). In Mexico the protest is
a denial of any problem iliat might require any implementing conlrols that
could limit jobs, such as shutting down the companies contaminating the
water that .allegedly killed 40,000 birds, but who also contribute jobs and pay
the taxes which pay public officials' salaries.
In a discussion between this author and Mr. Ricardo Garza Blanc, the
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Director General ofSan Luis Potosi, (Mexico) MlUlicipal Facilities, in the
swnrner of 1994, he stated that "'Mexico's (SEDESOL) major interest are in
the enforcement ofClean Air and Drinking Water Acts and seem to be in
response to outside pressure. I' At some point the enforcement will take on a
life of their own, as Mexico is "out of' clean air and water. The smog in
Mexico City is worse than San Francisco (California) and Tokyo (Japan)
while the supply ofgrOlllld water is nearly exhausted. Director Blanc stated
that industries in San Luis Potosi are almost to the point of being a1located
"gray water" from the city sewage treatment systems as the only industrial
intake water available. The purpose of our meeting was to discuss how
Oklahoma and/or Tulsa companies could help in building an industrial park
which could 1) assist in electrica1cog(;,~erationand 2) provide the processing
of sewage water such that it could be used as input to industrial plants. The
Mexican industries are going to treat intake water, ifnecessary, before it can
be used then treat it again before it can he disposed of offsite.
6. International Borders
International borders were a matter (accident) of historical
development and did not anticipate international environmental pollution. In
order to cover international ,environmental pollution a new category of
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documented ecological information has been created within the law books
entitled IfIntemational Environmental Law and World Order. It An initial
scanning of listed infonnation indicates that numerous treaties~negotiations,
United Nations declarations, and international arbitrations have already
established several presidencies which mayor may not have the authority of
laws but which are international in nature and could be integrated into a
world order, law structure.
People, and politicians in particular, have several fears related to
international borders and activities. These include:
a) the worry that another country or world organization will have,
or appear to have gained control over their sovereignty. This
freedom extends to the "rights" for a nation's industries to dump
their pollution int%nto your neighbors' environment such as:
1) the Ohio River Valley's power plants' sulfiu emissions
that carry into Canada as acid rain,
2) the steel and asbestos plantq that dump their emissions
into the U.S. side of the Great Lakes,
3) Mexico's Carbon One and Two, coal frred electrical
plants that belch sulfur emissions into south Texas,
4) Mexico's oil platforms that blowout and pollute south
Texas beaches,
5) Arizona and California agricultural pollution ofsurface
water flowing into Mexico, and/or
6) the absorption and polluting of the Colorado River
irrigation WIuer befor,e it gets to Mexico,
b) the well founded worry that the U.S. ecological improvements
that have been made for environmental protection will be
compromised. One ofthe ftrst cases ofthe World Trade
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Organization's (WTO) Environmental Review Board was a
review ofa U.S. embargo on tuna from Mexico. The embargo
was based on a review oftbe long-net fishing technique
because the tuna nets kill dolphins. The tuna embargo was
overturned by an international arbitration decision because it
was considered a trade barrier, rather than an ecological
measure, (Gw1lSWamy, L.D" et aL p. 1135)
c.) that someone is going to dump processed waste or waste storage
facilities into their state such as the processed city sludge that
New York city keeps trying to contract out for land placement in
Oklahoma, south Texas and Mexico.
7. EnvironmentalAJw)ications VS, OptimizationProh~
One major problem that company environmental personnel are going
to face is an inability to defme cost tradeoffs between U.S. and Mexican
Environmental Standards. However, regulatory compliance is not really an
economical issue at all. It is a question ofwhether one wants to operate or
not. Ifone is moving from one country to the other, the question of
optimizing oncs operation is mute, the rcal question is "Do you or do you not
want to open and operate a facility in the intended cOlmtry?Tl
8. Peso Deyaluation
Additional upgrading of the Mexican industrial base is going to be
slowed because of the devaluation of the peso to halfof its previous value.
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Replacement parts now cost twice as much to buy when the equipment fails
and much ofthe NAFTA funds have already been spent. The Mexican
government's administrative operations have been cut back which means that
previously slow approval for financing initiatives will be even slower or non
existent. If an environmental planner has a direct U.S. fmance source then
the peso devaluation won't matter. Anything else is in real trouble.
One tortilla business manager in Mexico ,claims that several ofhis
tortilla macmnesare shutdown because he cannot buy spar'e parts. President
Zedillo's plan to stabilize the peso and hold down inflation has interest rates
at 100% and higher and he has not finalized a plan to help small and medium
si7,cd businesses. Inflation is forecast at 42% in 1995 for Mexico and 500/0
of Mexico's businesses arc projected to fail this year. If Mexico's econom,y
does not stabilize it may well become a powder keg of 90 million rioting
people. (A.P. Bureau, Mexico City, Barker, T., Mexican Debtors Protest)
9. Revolutions and assassinations
The assassinations ofMexico's political leaders and the revolt of the
pheasants in the most economic and environmental sensitive areas ofMexico
must also be considered before a company imposes a restrictive
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environmental. controls program.
Mexico's environmental program will defmitely take second place to
the massive program to stabilize the Mexico peso. In order to receive the
$58B international bailout scheduled for the peso, Mexican leaders have
agreed to a 10% limit on raises against the current wage and salary freezes.
The 10% wage increase is small compared to the 40% inflation and the 50%
tax rate. The declining spendable income is further reduced by the 100%
interest rates and halfpriced peso. The fmancial frustrations to the populace
~an very wen lead to physical violence against banks, government officials
and foreign companies.
10. Risk: Assessment
In order to implement an aggressive ecological program the originator
(and reader) must ftrst understand what the microbiological data means and
how it is applied in the overall ecological system to calculate risk exposure to
potential receptors.
One element of the environmental protection programs that is difficult
to understand is the risk assessment for pollutant agents that are not acute or
immediately lethal. The fact that the toxicological impact of a toxic chemical
or its gas does not immediately produce a fatality does not make it safe. The
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chronic long-term effects may merely delay the death. The longer the related
deaths are delayed, the harder it is to establish a direct linkage between cause
and effect.
Two examples are:
a) 1,1,2 trichlorethylene (C2HCI3) whose usage has been approved
for years in the U.S. for everything from dentistry to anaesthesia
to hand soap. The government approved method of disposal
was to pour out the residue to evaporate. Open dumping in
isolated locations was an approved disposal method which
polluted both the air and groundwater.
b) there is an unlined, open toxic dump in Nogales, Mexico that
has been burning for years, polluting both the air and
groundwater on both sides of the border. It was a common
dumping location for the Maquiladoras in the area. who also
provided the majority of the jobs and political fmancing on both
sides ofthe border. (Price, R, Nogales: Something is very
Wrong).
11. Generic Risk Exposure
Each type ofexposme has a specific formula. Chapter six of the
EPA/540/1-89/002 provides a menu ofvarious equations to quantify how
much exposure is accwnulated per scenario. Many ofthe equation elements
have standard default values which are provided in case the evaluators don't
have more precise numbers. The major consideration factor for the equations
are the balancing units of the equations. The following equation which is
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cc =
SA -
PC ....
ET -
EF =
ED -
UCF -
BW -
AT -
IR =
used for dermal contact with chemicals in water is provided as an example:
(EPAJ540/l-89/002, Eq. 6-13, p. 6-37)
Intake or absorption (mglkg-day) = (CC x SA x PC x ET x EF x ED x DCF)
(BW x AT)
chemical concentration (ugll-different per chemical and
exposure site; detennined by field test),
sw-face area (of skin exposw'e in cm2),
permeability constant (different per chemical and per
environmental conditions ),
exposure time in life-time (standard 70 years),
exposure frequency (365 days/years),
exposure duration (standard 70 years),
unit conversion factors to balance out equation units
body weight (assume 70 KG),
average (exposure) time period (years -70 years), and
ingestion rate (2 Liters/day) ifan ingestion equation is
used.
U.S. emission and aflluent standards are health guided and are
generally intended to be set to one chance of a fatality occwTing if an event or
exposure happens one million times. TRis is shown as lxlO-6 when expressed
in mathematical equations.
F. Summary OfProblems
The first three problems that arises from a potential move of
production facilities across an international border are:
1. "What are the new environmental standards with which one
must comply?"
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2. t1What happens ifone's specific question is not answered in the
literature?"
3. "How do the environmental regulations ofthe two countries
compare1 t1
G. Solutions To The Problems
Specific answers to the questions are developed in the thesis:
). The standards related to specific topic..~ are provided in tbe
cross-reference developed in Appendix A which is also the first
deliverable product of the thesis. By cross-referencing subjects
and topics to known standards that the environmental personnel
are already familiar with, it will make the requirements easier to
understand and identify with.
2. In many cases, environmental personnel will have a detailed
question that is not listed in the cross~reference. Chapter four of
the thesis provides an examination ofthe detailed structurc of
the regulations and its documentation is the second deliverable
of the thesis. Appendix B contains a table of contents for five
environmL"lltaI regulations for the reader to extend his search for
answers.
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3. The last question and third deliverable product is an overall
comparison ofthe two countries regulations and is provided in chapter
five. Remember that just complying with the regulations is not
enough, one must also consider and plan for the other constraints
provided in this thesis.
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CHAPTER TWO
SOURCES OF RESEARCH INFORMATION
The pmpose for this section of the thesis is to identify those U.S. and
Mexican laws and regulations that will be researched to compare the
ecological standards of the U.S. vs. Mexico.
In general, both sets ofregulations are ecologically categorized by: air
(emissions), water (effluents), and "solid and hazardous waste," plus two
general categories of "industrial controls," and "health. and safety. tl The laws
are grouped somewhat differently but the categories carry across the
groupings. The thesis research will consider each of the ecological
categories. The intent at this point is to derme the U.S. and Mexican
regulations which will be used for the thesis and to provide an understanding
ofhow they can be used.
The following references are used:
A. Occupational Safety 3Ild Hazardous Act (OSHA)
The U.S. OSHA Law was enacted in 1970 with subsequent regulations
to protect workers in the workplace. Before the federal law was enacted state
agencies were responsible for worker safety. OSHA compliance was
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established within the Labor Department. Cost 1radeofIs were not considered
as ilie purpose of the act was to protect workers' safety through the
elimination of toxic substances in the work place and the elimination of
chronic health effects. (Carson, T. & Cox., D., Hazardous Materials
Management, p. 60.) OSHA toxic standards and air contaminants are
considered a matter ofpublic health and basically, are non-negotiable.
B. Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (HMTA)
The initial U.S. HMTA of 1975 was passed to eJlSW'e safe
transportation of substances that "may pose a threat to hea1~ safety,
property, or the environment when transported by air, water, rail or
highway." (Carson & Cox, Hazardous Materials Man~@ent p.71).
Enforcement was assigned to the Department ofTransportation (DOT). In
addition to helping defme hazardous and toxic materials, the HMTA required
contingency planning for incidents that may arise due to storage and/or
movement ofthe materials. The regulations have been standardized
internationally through the United Nations, including surface, water, and air
shipments, and are not dependent on trade treaties for enactment. Almost
all materials have a United Nations (UN) Number assigned to them which is
used to document the Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) which are part of
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transportation manifest accompanying all shipments ofhazardous materials
worldwide.
C. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
The regulations administered by the U.S. EPA are based on a series of
federal laws starting in the 1970s which focus on cleaning up the existing
conventional chemical hazards and preventing fume environmental damage
through controlling the by-product releases of chemical substances.
However, the reader should remember that blind obedience to federal
regulations are not protection from later accusations or court actions.
D. Chemical Hazards
The chemical hazards are classified in two groups: physical and health:
1. Physical. Hazards
The physical hazards are provided in 40 CFR 261 and are classified
as:
A. 19nitability with various considerations such as: combustibility,
flash point, explosive limits, and the concentrations at which a
mixture will maintain a continuous flame given an adequate
supply ofoxygen.
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B. COITosivity which is the ability to wear away materials by
chemical action depending on temperature and environmental
conditions.
C. Reactivity which is the ability to violently react considering
temperatW"es, chemical composition, and environmental
conditions.
2. Health Hazards
The physical hazards are immediate and obvious 10 the beholders. Less
obvious but equally dangerous are the health hazards which are measured as
either"acute or chronic. "
A. Acute effects are the results ofa single, rather high exposure
with rapid onset ofsymptoms ranging from headache to
dizziness to death depending on the agent ofexposure, exposure
dose, duration ofexposure, type of exposure etc. Levels are
measured as lethal concentrations such as LCso ofa nlaterial
which on the basis of laboratory tests is expected to kill 50
percent of a group of test animals when administered as a single
exposure within 1-4 hours. A median lethal dosage (LDso) term
is also used to describe an acute exposure, which means the
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lethal dosage that is required to produce death in 50% oflab
animals exposed within the first 30 days.
B. Chronic effects are long term, physical symptoms generally
cwnulative over years of exposure. lbe risk of death are
me3SUfed in terms such as one-in-a-million (Ixt O~) but no time
limit is imposed, just the act(s) of exposure.
The ecological evidence to prove the chronic effects of
long term exposure is open to differing interpretations ofwhat
constitutes damages and there are several areas ofuncertainty in
this area of work. SEDESOL has not chosen to get involved in
detailed calculations of long teon chronic worker ailments. At
this time the Risk Assessment documentation required by
Mexican regulations is more qualitative than quantitative and the
prevention of pollution is receiving more attention than cleaning
up past "super fimd sites.... The question of " what levels ofby-
product releases are acceptable to prevent environmental
damages" are directly answered by the regulations but the
readers must know that the regulatory standards do change.
Accordingly, the reader must be aware of why the regulations
related to chemical agents of exposure exist.
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E. Toxicological Elements OfRisk Assessments
For Chemical Hazards
1. Source
There must be a method ofrelease ofthe substance from its
concentrated source into the environment; generally by leakage, spills,
leaching, volatilization or infl1trations. The regulations governing control of
chemical hazards cover:
a contaminants as defmed by toxiclhazardous chemical lists,
b. concentrations of the chemicals released to the environment,
c. time ofopen exposures before the chemicals are recovered, and
d. locations and accountability to workers and the public.
2. Pathways
The substance must be transported by a media which will be~ air,
surface water, and/or groundwater. The pathway must identify:
a. type ofmedia-air, dust, water etc available to transport the
chemicals,
b. rate of Migration - speed and media moving the chemical,
c. time ofmovemen~atmospheric and environmental conditions, and
d. substance decay rate - potency decay time dwing exposure period.
3. Transport Mechanism
There must be a transport mechanism with which the chemical moves. These
maybe:
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a volatiljzation; gasIIiquid boil-off from or to chemicnl transport,
b. wind erosion; movement ofpowdered chemicals or exhaust stack
ennsslons,
c. leaching; absorption ofcontaminant by transport media moving
through a concentration ofthe chemical,
d. stonn water nmoff; collection ofponutants by rainfall,
e. swface waters~ contaminants suspended in surface waters, and
f undergrOlmd waters; contaminants suspended in underground.
4. Recwtor Locations
The receptor location is environmentally relative to where the
substance started. The fw1her away from the exposure point, the less likely
the effect on the receptor.
5. Recqrtors
The sensitivity ofthereceptors to the chemicals depend on several
factors: These include:
a. age and/or maturity ofreceptors; young children vs. older people,
b. types or receptors; mammals vs. water VS. plants,
c. physical condition ofreceptors; healthy vs. stJ"essed or ill,
d. time length ofexposure; briefly vs. several years in the workplace,
e. environmental conditions; hot, still and muggy vs. dry and windy.
6. Exposme Routes
The routes ofbow the substance enters the body of the receptor once it
arrives. Exposure routes include:
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a. inhalation; breathing into the lungs~
b. dermal contact; contact through the touching of the skin,
c. absorption; penetrating through the skin, and
d. ingestion; swallowing into the stomach
7. Dosage ofExposW"e
The dosage ofexposure is based on exposme activities, and the age,
health, physical conditions, physical and mental stress etc of the individual
receptors. Dosages are determined by field measurements.
8. Identification of UncerWipties
While the accuracy ofthe equations used in calculating risk
assessments are very accurate, the quantities going into the equation are not.
The accw-acy ofthe nwnbers used will vary nom the location from which the
DwnberS are selected. Uncertaintity factors that must be oonsidered include:
a environmental sampling and analysis,
b. evaluation ofexposure pathways,
c. fate and transport modeling,
d. toxicology values and quality of studies, and
e. completeness of the overall data base.
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F. Elements Of A Health Risk Related To Chemical Hazards
To perfonn a risk assessment four steps must be taken. 1) Data must
be collected and evaluated to 2) determine that a chemical ofrisk has been
released and exist in a 3) pathway in sufficient strength and quantities to 4)
expose existing or potential receptors. A toxicity assessment must be made to
determine the degree and type of danger involved. Toxicity assessments
include:
1. Data Collection & Evaluation
Data collection and evaluation are the sampling and quantitative
analysis
0.. site charo.cterization~
b. establislnnent ofpathways,
c. identify potential receptor populations,
d. testing and estimating exposure concentrations, and
e. estimating receptor's chemical intake.
3. Toxicity Assessment
Toxicity assessment is the analysis to detennine the qualitatively
calculated potential for adverse human health effects from the exposure to the
detected and tested chemicals. The factors which must be considered are:
a. gather data for chemicals of concern,
b. identify exposure periods, and
c. determine toxicity values for:
1) noncarcinogenic
2) carcinogenic risk
4. Risk Characterization
Risk characterization is the fmal step ofpulling all of the site
information together and making some conclusions. Both the U.S. and
Mexican regulations provide some information but only the U.S. regulations
explaining how the findings are to be calculated and used.
a. quantify all above data and balance the equations,
b. combine exposure pathways,
c. assess & present uncertainty factors and weightings, and
d. consider site-specific studies.
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G. Mexico's Civil Law System vs. U.S.
Common Law, Regulatory Systems
Mexico1s legal system is a l'civillaw" system as opposed to the
1lcommon law" system used in the U.S.
Under the tlCivil Law" Sys~ facilities which are not in compliance
with Environmental Standards ,can be shut down until the plant management
signs a consent decree and post bonds to finance needed improvements.
There is no extended paper process while company lawyers delay the
enforcement agency. As a practice, only that portion of the facility that is in
violation is closed. The enforcers are acutely aware ofproduction, jobs, and
production ofproduct. (Environmental Management for Mexican Industry,
2.0 Legal Framework)
In contrast, the common laws of the U.S. allow an appeals system
whereby the companies can delay the actual correction ofthe problem while
seeking to reduce the penalties.
H. Mexico's Environmental Laws And NOImS
The ELNs are the Mexico's defined environmental standards. Plants
are either in or out of compliance with no negotiations.
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The initial Mexican Environmental Standards (Norms) were known as
"National Technkal Ecological Norms'! (NTEs) and were published by the
USecretariat of Urban Development and Ecologf' (SEDUE) which was
created in 1972 by Mexico's first modem environmental law. Some of the
original NTEs are still in existence.
The original Mexican Environmental Law of 1972 was updated on
January 28~ 1988 with. the "Ecological Equilibrium and Environmental (EBE)
Protection Act," now known as the General Ecology Law. The NTEs were
redesignated as the "'NOImas Oficiales Mexic8nas" (NOMs). On May 25,
]992 SEDVE was reorganized to Conn the IISecretariat of Social
Development" (SEDESOL) to administer and enforce cnvironm.entallaws,
regulations, and standards (STP Environmental Management for Mexican
Industry, p.l). In 1988, there were approximately 70 NTEs which were
expanded to 80 NOMs by the Fall of 1.994. The total is expected to reach
200 NOMs in early 1995. Individual NOMs~ are being released as research
is completed by SEDESOL on Mexico's need for each one.
'lhere are five regulatory programs defmed as follows:
• The administrative and organization ofthe Environmental
Regulations,
• National Air Pollution,
• Air Pollution in Mexico City,
• Environmental Impact Assessments, and
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• Hazardous Waste.
As ofFebmary 15, 1995, the five programs have 98 NfEs and NOMs
broken down generically as follows:
1. Environmental air emissions
The following air emission titles are the norms which Mexico has
published to establish the guidelines for air quality:
Atmospheric Pollution
Cement Emissions
CO Mea~mre and Calibration
Coal Combustion
Diesel Combustion
Diesel Engines, New
Dodecylbenzesulfonic
Evaluation Criteria
Fuel Oil Combustion
Liquid Fuel-Sulfur
2. Solid and Hazardous waste
Microindustrial Exclusions
Natural Ga~
NOX Measure and Calibration
Operating Licenses
Ozone
Particulate Concentration
Smoke Opacity
Solid Particulates
Sulfur Emissions
TSP Measure & Calibration
The following solid and hazardous waste titles are the nonns which
Mexico has published to establish the guidelines for waste disposal:
Ancillary Facilities
Containment Units
Environmental Protection
Generation ofReports
Hazardous Waste
Hazardous Waste Containment
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Incompatibility
PCB Waste
Pesticides, Fertilizers
Simplification Programs
Toxicity Characteristics
Toxicity Extraction Test
3. Water effluents
The following water titles are the norms which Mexico has published
to establish the guidelines for water t.reatment:
Asbestos
Pulp & Paper
Flour Manufacturing
Beer & Malt Industry
Textiles
Iron & Steel
Carbonated Beverages
Discharge
Meat Packing & Slaughtering
Dairy Operations
Water Regulations
Wood Impregnation
4. Health 31ld safety
Flat Gla~s & Fjbergla~s
Basic Petrochemistry
Rubber Tires, Tubes
Glass~Blown & Press
Cane Sugar
Thermo-electric
Leather Tanning & Finishing
Copper
Water Quality
Plastic & Synthetic Polymers
Fertilizer except Phosphoric
The following health and safety titles are the nonns which M.exico has
published to establish the guidelines for worker safcty:
Chemical contamination in work environmen~
Classification risk levels,
Fire prevention,
First aid units,
Flammable and combustible substances,
Job accidents,
Medical examinations,
Noise,
Personal protective equipmen~
Safety and hygiene,
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Storage, transportation and handling of corrosive, irritant and toxic
substances, and
List oftoxic substances.
5. General Norms and controls ofind~
The following titles for general environmental norms are those which
Mcxico has published to establish the guidelines for industrial
administration:
General administration,
Ecological imbalance prevention,
Environmental impact statements,
Extremely hazardous activities,
Fiscal incentives,
Highly hazardous activities, and
Steam generation plants.
6. SEDESOL
The environmental regulations are administered by SEDESOL which
was created on May 25, 1992 to replace SEDUE. SEDESOL is similar to
the EPA and consist of two divisions which are:
1) The National institute ofEcology which has:
a. Environmental Planning,
b. Environmental Standards,
c. Development ofNatural Resources, and
d. Research and Development.
2) The Procurolria or Enforcement Division, which bas
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responsibility for:
a. Social Participation,
b. Operations,
c. Verifications,
d. Administrative
e. Environmental Audit and Planning,
f Programming and Technical Support, and
g. Legal.
I. Environmental Management for (Mexican) Industry
Mexico's standards are issued as both regulations and industrial Laws.
The EMIs are a collection ofapplicable standards, forms and requirements by
specialized industrial segments to help each segment to better identify their
specialized requirements and identify both regulatory requirements and Best
Management Practices (BMP). The table of contents for the EM! manual is
provided on page I18 of this thesis.
The EMIs also illustrate a major difference between U.S. and Mexican
Government organizations and their approaches to environmental regulations.
Mexico's SEDESOL is responsible for developing both environmental
standards and the country's natural resources. This duality has a moderating
influence on propagating overly restrictive environmental standards.
Specifically SEDESOL is responsible for the following agencies:
• Environmental Planning,
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• Environmental Standards,
• Development ofNatural Resources, and
• Research and Development.
Having the adjacent Research and Development agency in SEDESOL
gives the ellvirorunootaI agency an advantage in that they can determine the
latest environmental technology and/or best management practices without
having to spend years and scarce resources developing the data.
J. Similarities between Mexican and U.S. Environmental Regulations
There are very close similarities between Mexican and u.s.
environmental laws and regulations, primarily because SEDESOL is having
the individual U.S. Environmental regulations reviewed and tailored before
they are issued as Mexico's standards. These similarities include:
1) both employ health-based ambient air quality standards,
2) both employ use-based water quality criteria,
3) both employ emission limitations or technology-based controls on
air pollution releases,
4) their hazardous waste definitions and management requirements are
similar,
5) both employ permitting and new source reviews, and
6) both have spill and incident reporting requirements. "
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K. Major Differences between Mexico and U.S. Environmental Efforts
1. Mexico attempts governmental planning ofecological zoning, to place
an industry in an area that can both support it and not be damaged by
it. For example, the Carbon One & 'rwo utility plants placed in
northeastern Mexico. For Mexico it was a good location.
2. The U.S., has a Superfund Program which Mexico has not initiated.
L. Environmental Philosophies
1. U. S. PhiloSQllh~
Prior to the November 1994 eJections, the U.S. environmental
remediation philosophy was to enfol'cc cleanup and remediation in all areas
simultaneously. All past super fund,; and toxic dumps were to be cleaned up
while all existing plants and processes were to install the latest preventive
technology at the same time. Ifa company had both past and present
pollution then they must remediate both simultaneously. The prognosis since
November 1994 has changed somewhat, but the present regulations are in
place and it will take at least a year for congress to review, revise, and dilute
the legislation, if they do. In the interim, based on in-place regulations, the
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U.S. environmental philosophies are a mixture ofcleaning up the past,
installing the latest and best technology~and avoiding any additional pollution
input by utilizing water and air emission permits
2.~
Mexico's environmental philosophy is to concentrate on improving the
production technology to eosme current and future processes do not increase
the existing pollution backlog. By integrating the latest technology into the
cWTent industrial base, Mexico obtains all of lhe latest envrronmt-"D.La1
prevention technology without the sudden cost ofreplacing the older
production base. Mexico industry will eventually replace its old industrial
base in order to stay competitive while fmancing it through NAFTA and
other fmanced programs. The Mexican philosophy is to control their
environmental pollution by 1) prevention offutW"e contamination while 2)
cleaning up the past contaminants as they ae-cumulate the industrial wealth
and marketing opportunities to do so.
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Mexico has an environmental cleanup advantage ofnot having the
billions ofdollars ofcost potentials in cWTently polluted intercity sites and/or
other super fund dump sites. Their industrial base has an advantage of
"control by pollution prevention," as they build and expand their industrial
processes with the latest technology (McGuinn, Y.C. 1992). They do have
existing problems as exemplified by the burning toxic waste dump in
Nogales (Price, R., Many Blame Waste From Mexico), the polluted air in the
valley aroWld Mexico City, and the polluted Silva Reservoir, all ofwhich will
event.ually have 10 be remediated.
Without it being obvious or documented~ Mexico appears to have the
luxury ofwaiting for some other country to develop and prove the
remediation technology they need before spending any research/ investment
funds. Mexico has less than 1/6 of the industrial base that the U.S. has for
environmental remediation, but has complete access to U.S. technology,
communications, environmental research, and computer technology that the
U.S. and other coootties have developed. Mexico's position ofenvironment.a1
r,em,ediation and avoidance is somewhat analogous to the installation of the
new communications base in Mexico. The U.S. has the sunk the cost of
thousands ofmiles of copper cables and telephone poles into its
telecommunications Industry. Mexico is going directly to satellite connected
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information and data processing, by-passing several levels of
communications development paid for by other countries.
SEDESOL seems to have leap-frogged to the leading edge of
environmental technology by contracting with major U.S. international
companies to review existing, available, environmental regulations and
world wide technology and to propose those which are applicable to Mexico.
Under NAFT~ Mexico has gained access to large quantities of
monies for upgrading their industrial base in exchange for opening up their
borders to imported goods. This allows Mexico to fund their environmental
technology revolution during the upgrading of their industries. How well
they are taking advantage ofthis is illustrated by examining the latest air
fegulations issued and/or up-dated in December, 1994 and published in
January 1995. A partial listing ofthese include:
NOM-CCAT-OIQ-ECOU1993. Establishes the characteristics of
equipment and the measurement procedw-e for inspection of levels of
pollutant emissions from in-use motor vehicles fueled by gasoline,
liquefied petroleum gas, natural gas, or other alternative fuel.
HQM-CCAT-OQ3-ECOU1993. Establishes the maximum allowable
emission levels ofpollutant gases from the exhaust of gasoline fueled
in-use motor vehicles.
NTE-CCAT-001/88. Updates the procedure for determining the
concentration of carbon monoxide in the air.
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NQM-CCAT-004-ECQU1993 Establishes the maximum allowable
emission levels ofWlbumed hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and
nitrogen oxides from the exhaust ofnew in-plant motor vehicles as
well as evaporative hydrocarbons from fuel systems fueled by gasoline,
liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), natural gas and other alternative fuels,
with a gross vehicle weight of 400 to 3~867 kilograms.
NOM:-CCAT-0087-ECQU1993 Establishing the maximum allowable
levels of smoke opacity for exhau~ fTom diesel-powered in-circulation
motor vehicles.
NOM-CCAT-012-ECQU1993. Establishes the maximum allowable
emission levels ofhydrocarbons, carbon monoxide and smoke from
the exhaust ofgasoline or gas-oit mixture fueled in-use motorcycles
NOM-CCAI-013-ECQU1993. Establishes equipment characteristics
and measurement procedures for the inspection ofemission levels of
pollutant gases from gasoline or gas-oil mixture fueled in-use
motorcycles.
NOM-CCAT-014-ECQU1993. Establishes the maximum permissible
emission levels for pollutant gases from the exhaust of in-use motor
vehicles using liquefied petroleum gas, natural gas or other alternative
fuels.
NOM-CCAM-OQ5-ECQU1993. Establishes measurement methods
for the detennination of the concentration of sulfur dioxide in ambient
air and tIte calibration procedures for measureml.'1lt apparatus.
A review ofthe bibliographies, when available, for the Mexican
environmental regulations reveals references to various parts of40 CFR~ the
California Code ofRegulations, Title 16, various chapters; and a statement
that the Norms do not concur with any international standard.
The last water regulation available was NOM-CCA-033-ECQU1993.
It was published in the Official Journal ofthe Federation on October 18,
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1993; in the Federal District ofMexico City, on October 14, 1993; was
translated outside Mexico in July 1994; and published as ELN C35 in July
1994. The regulation established the bacteriological conditions for the use of
urban or municipal wastewaters as a mixtw"e ofirrigation water to use with
raw vegetables and fiuit. No distinctions is made between stalk, leaf, or Toot
crops. The crops arc, or can bc, imported dircctly across the bordcr into
south Texas and then distribute to ail points north in whoiesale food
distribution systems. Reviewing the act's bibliography reveals seven of the
ten references are U.S. water, wastewater, and emission effluent guidelines
and standards.
M. Risk Communications, Proven technology is not always acceptable
The fact that a treatment is scientifically acceptable is not always
legally ~'Uffi.cientas people who deal with genetically enhanced milk
production and improved genetic. tomatoes have disc-overed. It is possible
that a technology can be adequate to meet regulatory requirements and not be
acceptable to the public population, consumers or even the court system..
How environmentally sensitive information is communicated to the
public is called "Risk Communications" and will playa major part in how
Mexico's corporate environmental personnel can report their findings and
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procedures. For example: The facts are that non-industrial sludge from New
York City is safe to use for fertilizing grain land in Oklahoma and pasture
lands in Texas. The studies are partially based on ecological studies
conducted in England (Jones, K.C. et ai, Organic Contaminants in
Agricultural soil with a /mown History ofSewage Sludge Amendments ... ).
That approval information, isn't acceptable to the people in Oklahoma or
south Texas, as land disposal contractors and the city ofNew York are
fmding out the hard way through the court system.
The shipment ofraw vegetables such as potatoes and carrots, and some
fruits such as strawberries, into the U.S, are wide open under NAFfA and
GArf but may be politically questionable. Tht'i vegetable farms in Mexico
can legally use treated and tested city sewage to augment their scarce
irrigation water as a safe means for sewage disposal. The U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) is also testing the use of polluted, waste water in
growing vegetables.
The USDA is taking water that is high in nitrogen and phosphorus
(similar to sewage processed "grey" water) from fish growing tanks to
hydroponically grow strawberries and lettuce. The practice is considered so
safe that the growing test is not about the safeness of the food supply. 'l'he
project is seeking an acceptable method to purge the wastewater before
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releasing it back into public stream as acceptab]e recycled water. (AP
Bureau, Washington, USDA Researchers using Waste Water on Plants,
2/16/95). Water and food plant absorption of sewage products is an old form
ofwatcr recycling and has been used by Jap'aD for centuries. This author has
personally visited Japanese vegetable growing fanns and they have routinely
disposed of their untreated hwnan waste for centuries into water streams used
for flood irrigation of both root and leafy foodstuffs.
N. NAFTA and GAIT's World Trade Organization
The WTO, as approved by congress in the GAIT treaty, is the
administrative structure that will help regulate the NAFTA agreement. The
WTO has existed since the late 1940's but has never been accepted Of ratified
Wltil1994 by the U.S. The initial GAIT Environmental Appeals Board is
scheduled to have an initial 120 members, with equal votes. The nations will
range in sue from the tiny Caribbean island nation ofSt. Kitts up to the U.S.
A fully expanded NAFTA will eventually expand into the GATT fOlIDat.
The NAFTA board will be blended into the WTO enfofCt,'IIlent structures.
Under GATT there are no weighted voting rights or veto authorities. Under
the wro tribunals the rules of decisions are vastly different to what the U.S.
population is accustomed. Allegedly the wro tribunal would have the
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authority to:
1) operate in closed door secrecy,
2) ban the press,
3) prohibit citizen groups from either participating or even attending,
4) not disclose the contending governments' briefs and other evidence,
5) not provide public transcripts,
6) have no independent appeal, md
7) limit standing or recognition to national government" only.
(Ralph Nader)
The Uruguay round ofGAIT negotiations provided solutions to many
oftbe seven listed problems and the Freedom ofinfOlmation Act (FOIA),
gives the public full access to the public transcripts and all ofthe other
information that the U.S. Trade Repr,esentatives have.
As ofDecember 31, 1994, 80 GATT members have ratified the treaty
including the U.S. (USDOC, Oklahoma International Trade Bulletin, March
1995 p. 4)
A reading of a Congressional Research Servicel~ (CRS) report CRS-
94-627A on the \VfO states that the agreement docs make ~'acccptanccof all
trade agreements" a condition ofWTO membership. Initially decision
making is by consensus, but ifthat fails, then a majority vote, one COWltry-
one vote will decide the issue. The legislative attorney writing the report did
not feel that WTO adopted panel and appellate reports would have a direct
effect on U.S. laws. In addition to the improvements negotiated into GAIT
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by the Uruguay Roun~Congress has a safeguard against GAIT with a
clause inserted in Title I, of the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act
(OTCA) of 1988, 19U5C2901 et seq that no trade agreements entered into by
the U.S. can be amended with force against the U.S. without an
implementing bill being enacted into law. (Grimmett, 1.J., PCRS-2, footnote
3). In addition the cwrent administration has agreed to support a wro
Dispute Settlement Review Commission. Not-willi-standing, the wro is
going to have an impact on independent nation's environmental laws.
One U.S. law regulating the vehicle fuel economy and luxury taxes has
already been reviewed by the WTO. The WTO panel agreed that the U.S.
Corporate Average Fuel Economy Law (CAFE), called the "gas guzzlers"
act, "was in conflict with the GATT intent." However, the panel decided that
a C01llltry's conservation measures can excuse a country's laws that are
otherwise inconsistent with the GATT. Of$558M in "gas guzzler" fmes,
Emopean producers had to pay $494M (88.5%) of the fmes. (Dunnne, N. &
Williams, p. 4)
The gas guzzler controversy comes under a segment ofGATT called a
Nontariff Trade Barriers (NTB) which is eventually going to be used by other
trade partners to challenge a number of U.S. ecological protection laws and
regulations. The floating, long net tlma embargo against Mexico was
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overtmned under this NfB clause. However, the NTH is a two edged sword.
The U.S. is using the NfB provisions to attack Emope's ban on
imports of U.S. products treated with hormones. This is an attempt to force
the acceptance ofD.S. beef and pork exports baned since 1989. (AP Bureau,
world Staff, US. to AttackEUMeat Ban, 4-8-95)
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CHAPTER THREE.
CROSS REFERENCE INDEX
The best method of documenting the interfaces of the two C01Ultries
Regulatory sources and Environmental Laws was to create a cross reference
index as provided in Appendix A. The first step in creating the index was by
researching the regulations and creating an alphabetical table ofcontents.
'This was accomplished by reading the Mexican regulations and developing a
Table ofContents with reference columns that identify tlle references which
apply to each item in the table.
A. Def"mitions ofColumn Headings
Referencing Appendix A, page 94, there are six columns on each page,
alphabetically labeled and titled:
A. "Titles ofLaws & Regulations,"
B. "Ref;" reference somce oftile subject title,
C. "Cff/C;" categories, titles, and chapters of the referenced
somce,
D. "SIAl!;" section/article/item ofthe "efflC" from column C,
E. "Specific Mexican Laws" is the reference standard for the
subject title,
F "American Law" is the reference in column "F" for the subject.
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Where environmenta1laws are not available then the reference
columns are left blank until the law(s) are expanded to cover the item,
additional research provides a reference, or an acceptable legal precedence
can be identified. In many cases, the published standards are similar in both
coWltries.
To the best of this researcher's knowledge there is no other
environmental cross-reference available, either published or unpublished.
B. Acronyms and Defmitions
In order to have a more compact thesis document and a quick
reference to the applicable acronyms, an Acronyms and DefInitions section
was provided immediately following the Table of Contents.
C. Column "B" Heading Defmitions
There are three sources cited in column liB" of the cross-reference
indexfor the regulations reviewed. These are:
1. ELN
2.EMl
3.EEE
(Mexico1s) Environmental Laws and Norms,
Environmental Management for (Mexican) Industry (including
Maquiladoras), and
Ecological Equilibrium and Environmt"ntal Law.
For a detailed description ofreference information, their table of
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contents, and other sources, the reader is referred to appendix B.
D. Column "C" Heading Definitions
Colwnn C is colwnn's B's references broken down into more details
as provided in appendix B.
E. Column "D" Heading Defmitions
Column D's "SfA/I" li~1:ings are a detailed third level reference for the
itemized subject in column "A."
F. Column "E" Heading Defmitions
(Mexican Labor Law References)
The specific Mexican laws are the reference citations, almost all of
which contain acronyms in the published titles. These acronyms are
reviewed here then provided in the Acronyms and DefInitions following the
Table of Contents:
1. NTE; National Technological Ecological (NTEs, being replaced by
NOMS),
2. CCA; Criteri~Control ofAqua (water),
3. NOM; "Norm, Ofical Mexico" (official standards), replacing
NTEs,
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4. CE; Criteria, Ecological.
G. Colwnn "F" Heading Defmitions
(American Law References)
The specific U.S. laws also include their acronyms which are provided
in the list of a~'Tonyms. The Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) are grouped
into their intended purposes which are:
1. 29CFR, Occupational Safety and Health Agency (OSHA)
2. 40CFR, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
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CHAPTER FOUR
HOW TO USE THE TIIESIS RESEARCH MATERIALS
The ea~iestway to use the "cross reference index" is to locate the topic
of interest in the alphabetical listing in column A, then look up and read the
provided references. The second and best method is to review the referenced
materials in sections fom and five of this thesis with their detailed table of
contents in appendix B. This allows you to know where to look for the
categories of data in case the reader's specific topic of interest is not listed in
the description column ("A") of tbe cross-reference. The Mexican
regulations do not have an alphabetical index so ooless a topic is listed in tbe
cross-reference, the reader must know where to look for detailed infonnation
about the topic of interest.
A. Available Sources
In review, the basic Mexican Index References are:
1. BEE... Ecological Equilibrium and Environmental Protection Law
enacted by the Mexican Government which can be ordered
through the Mexican Consultant. It is contained in its entirety in
vanous sources.
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2. ELN, Environmental Laws & Norms which is a registered and
copyrighted publication published by Specialty Technical
Publishers (SlP), Inc. as provided in the "Cited References" of
the thesis. The information is also available from Environmental
Resources Management.
3. EMI - Environmental Management for Mexican Industry Including
Maquiladoras is another copyrighted publication published by
Specialty Technical Publishers, Inc. as provided in the "Cited
References"t of the thesis.
B. Structures Of The References
Each of the background text references are broken down into similar
formats with somewhat different titles for the structures as they are produced
by different organizations. Appendix B provides a table of contents and
detailed instructions on how to use the infonnation.
C. Examples of How To Use The Cross Reference
Having scanned the widely varied subjects in the referenced
regulations listed in Appendix B, the reader should now have a greater
appreciation of the Cross Reference's ability to correlate the infonnation into
a more usable format.
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I. Disclaimer
A cross reference disclaimer is required at this point. No guarantees of
any kind are implied or intended as to the total inclusion of all cross
references covering the large body of related regulations. The regulations are
constantly being changed and upgraded. Even as this thesis was in its [mal
draft, the author bas received two new update of Mexican Regulations which
contains several updates and four single spaced pages of reference number
changes with the explanation that "Mexico recently passed a Norm changing
the numbers for several of the norms covered in Mexican Laws and Norms. "
2. Air Quality
For the fIrst example, the question is posed: ~~Where does one fmd
comparable regulations for comparing the evaluation criterions for air
quality?" Going to appendix A, page 93, the reader would fmd "Air
Quality" in column A, lines 13-15: Monitoring stations (13), Evaluation
Criteria(14), and Swveillance and Control Regions (15). The "Evaluation
Criterions" are found in the Mexican references in ELN (column B),
Categories B 1 (column C), Articles A1 through AS (column D) and in 40
CFR 1210.1710 (column F) in the American regulations.
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The next three examples are for bodies ofregulations prominent in the
U.S., but not an identified regulation per se in Mexico. Th,cse examples
require some detailed knowledge of the subjects and reflective thought as
they are not listed directly in the cross reference. The three examples are:
• biological health risk assessments based on epidemiological
studies,
• sewage Sludge Disposal, and
• hazardous Communications.
3. Biological Health Risk Assessments,
Referencing the cross reference index, there are no listings for
"biological health risk" or "epidemiological studies." By going to appendix
B, page 118, the reader ean reference the table of contents for Mexico's
Environmental Laws and Norms (ELN) manual. The reader will find
Section E of the manual is dedicated to Health and Safety with 20 related
articles El-E20. Specific subcategories of the ELN are:
A - General explanations of environmental laws,
B-Air,
C - Water,
D - Solid and hazardous waste,
E - Health and safety, and
F - Controls of industry.
A detailed title review of the ELNs reveals that Mexico does not yet
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have an Official Norm dedicated to "Biological Health Risk Assessments. "
Referencing the EMIs in appendix B, page 118, will also disclose no
Biological Risk Assessment titles. This is understandable as the quantitative
technique of "Biological Risk Assessments'" were developed by the EPA, to
calculate I'Ichronic" health risk to potential receptors as part of the Superfund
Program, which Mexico has not initiated.
Reviewing the cross reference in Appendix A, there are no biological
entries, but there are three entries Wlder "Risk Assessment" fOWld on page
lines 443, 444 and 445 of page 109 and 110:
1) "Risk Assessment, Preliminary," line 443, to be found in EMI,
Section 4.1.0., annex 4b, which will be an outline, according to
Coh.unn liE. II
2) "Risk Levels Assessment," line 444, is in ELM Category El,
whose authority is the Social Security Act of Mexico.
3) "Risk Management-Report quantitics," line 445, in EMI, Section
11.0.0. which is a list and checklist.
Researching the first entry from line 443, the reader will find a
tlguidance for developing a Preliminary Risk Assessment," a well designed,
13 page, qualitative, ecological, social-economical questionnaire. The
document is designed to "IdentifY potential Social, Physical, and/or Health
Risk the project will create to the construction workers, site environment and
ecology within 10 Km ofthe site."
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Researching the second reference from line 444, "El" in ELN El,
(Mexico's Environmental Laws and Noons), the reader will discover that all
Mexican mdustries are classified in five levels ofrisk and their
"Occupational Accident and Disease Insurance" rates are imposed by
Mexico's Social Security Act and assessed accordingly. The five levels are:
1) "Ordinary Risks ofLife," which is the production of food, drinks,
clothing, schools, drugs, paper products etc.
2) "Low Risk," which are supennarkets, container assemblies,
transportation assembly, footwear, clothing, public broadcasting etc.
3) "Medium Risk:' which is chemical & fertilizer production, aircraft
assembly, carpentry workshops, clearing work, housing etc.
4) "High Risk," which involves oils, cement plants, explosive liquids,
distillation of coal, metallic mineral plants, fishing industry etc.
5) "Maximum Risk," which involves asbestos-cement, diving,
quarries, production ofexplosives, pits, pyrotechnics, well drilling etc.
Some categories, such as explosive liquids and/or fluids, appear in
different risk levels. The concentrations required by the risk assessment
questionnaire from EMI 4.0, annex 4b identified on line 443 of the cross
reference identified above, provide the required infonnation to be used in the
[mal classification. The questionnaire requires the infonnation for each
substance involved in the processes proposed for construction to include the
substance's:
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1) toxicity,
2) genetic damage,
3) explosiveness,
4) flammability,
5) reactivity, and
6) corrosiveness.
Researching the third entry EMI 11.0.0 from line 445, the reader fmds
the Section entitled "Risk Management (chemical emergency preparedness)."
The SEDESOL risk management regulations are established for the handling
of those substances classified as high risk. The high risk definitions are
expanded in EM! 11.0.0 to include more physical risk areas and are defined
to be:
1) substances that could form explosive clouds,
2) chemicals that are present in quantities that could result in the
presence of concentration limits greater than those allowed, in a 100
meter strip arOlmd the industrial site,
3) a high risk because of their:
a) radioactivity,
b) biological properties,
c) flammable,
d) explosiveness,
e) toxicity,
f) reactivity, or
g) corrosiveness.
Considering that there are no detail analysis in Mexican regulations for
the chromc effects that hazardous chemicals have on contaminant receptors,
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the reader would be led to ask: about Mexico's limits on acute hazardous
chemicals and how they compare to the U.S. regulations. Going to line 11 of
the Cross Reference's page 93, the reader will fmd a listing for "Air
Contaminants, Emissions for Mexican Industries," with a Mexican reference
ofELN E9 and a U.S. reference of29 CFR 1910.1000. A quick check by
the reader ofTable 5.7 in the next chapter will reveal that the allowable eight
hour contaminant levels between the two countries are exactly identical.
4. Sewage Sludge Disposal
The reader's next question could relate to disposal of city sewage
sludge. One disposal method is by land fanning. Land farming, while not
popular in the U.S., is an approved method, under controlled conditions, of
sewage disposal which allows the nutrients to be rctwned to the soil as
fertilizer. Tuming to the aIphabeticallisting of the Cross Reference on page
104, the reader will fmd land fanning (line 297) and land disposal (lines 294-
295) with a reference to EMI 8.2.4. However, if the reader, reads EM! 8.2.4
be will discover that the regulations state "The land disposal ofnon-
hazardous waste is not recommended. "
Knowing that both water and fertilizer are in short supply in Mexico,
the reader would look under Sewage Sludge and Irrigation on line 464 of
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the reader would look under Sewage Sludge and Irrigation on line 464 of
page 110, which references to ELN's C34 & C35. Both allow irrigation with
liquid city sludge. C34 sets the organic toxic pollutants and heavy metal
limits while C35 sets the bacteriological conditions where the restrictions are
related to time between irrigation 3lld harvesting. In attempting to develop
comparative tables for the u.s. land disposal standards from 40 CPR 261.24
vs Mexico's irrigation standards from C-34, it is noted that they are not
directly comparable. The different regulations are written for different
purposes. The lesson to be learned here is that a direct comparisons ofthe
laws between the two countries are not always possible.
5. Hazardous Communications. example
The Hazardous Communication Standard (HCS) is based on
employees "right to know" the hazard's of the chemicals they are exposed to
when working, (29 CPR 1910.1200, appendix E). The U.S. standard has
sev,eral requirements which when integrated, becomes the Hazardous
Communication System (HCS also). These requirements are:
a) a readily accessible listing of all hazardous substances in the
workplace,
b) container labels, safety placards, chemical identifications, and
labeling of all piping,
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c) material Safety Data Sheets on an hazardous chemicals,
d) information as to who is responsible,
e) training and records~ and
f) contingency Plans.
Checking the nCross Reference," there is not a "Hazardous
Communications" listed but by looking up each of the six listed HCS
dements independently the reader will fmd a line reference for three of
the six entries as provided below:
a) Workplace, contaminants, concentration limits, line 588, page
114,
b) Labels & Symbols, Transport Containers & Vehicles, line
292, page 104,
c) Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS), none listed but several
different MSDS Spanish language forms are found in the Fonns
Section ofEMI.
d) Responsibility, looking under "Risk Management - Report
Quantities, II line 445 ofpage 110, provides a reference in EMI
11.0.0.. The SEDESOL Risk Management Regulation is
tailored for High Risk Substances but is an excellent swnmary
for devdoping a hazardous communication program..
e) Training and Records, none are listed in the cross reference
nor are records listed. Under "Medical Examinations. if there is
one regulation, EIO, listed on line 318 of page 105. However, a
reading of the referenced E10 discloses no training requirements
at that location.
Browsing through the cross reference index will disclose
that under the Hazardous Waste Section, line 262 ofpage 102
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there is a Hazardous Waste Training and Records regulation,
EMI 7.2.6.
f) Contingency Plans are not listed in the Cross Reference, but
referring back to "Risk Management for High Risk Facilities" on
line 445 ofpage 110 discussed above, there is a requirement for
contingency plans, training, practice and incident simulations for
current incident management procedures (EMIlI .0.0)
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CHAPTER FIVE
DEVTILOPMENT OF RESEARCH MATERIALS TO
COMPARE U.S. AND MEXICAN ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS
This chapter is designed to give an overview of comparative laws and
regulations related to Mexican standards. Thc reader must understand that
individual regulations me changing almost weekly and individual project
research must be conducted at the time of project implementation to include
the new publications.
A reader's ~ssumption might be that. each set of reguht1ions has a
m.atrix tablc ofnumbers defIDing the overall standards. This is not the case
as many of the regulations are tailored to specific topics within the categories
such as Mexico's discussion ofmotorized bicycles within noise levels.
A. Water Comparisons
Mexico's water norms are listed in chapter 2, section H, subsection 3,
on page 41 and compared to the U.S. water standards in Table 5.1 on page
78. The standards vary widely reflecting specialization of the regulations as
to the water's usage.
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Tgble5.1 CO:MPARISONSOFWATERQUALITY
U.S. STANDARD U.S. STANDARD 'i Mexican [ Mexican
I
Water Pollutan1s 40 CFR 131.36 40 CFR 131.36 Drinking Fresh
I
(ug/I) Drinking1 Freshl I Aqua] Aqua4
Arsenic 0.018 I 360.0 500.0 200.0
Benzene 1.2 . 0.0 10.0 dependss
Cadmium 0.0 3.9 10.0 50.0
[
I
Chloroform 5.7 i 0.0 30.0 300.0
I
Copper 0.0 . 18.0 1.0 depends
Cyanide 0.0 22.0 200.0 1,000.0
. Lead 0.0 82.0 50.0 1,000.0
Mercury 0.14 2.4 1.0 10.0 .
I
Nickel 610.0 1,400.0 10.0 4,000.0
8elenium 0.0 20.0 10.0 0.8
Silver
[
0.0 4.1 50.0 depends,
Zinc I 0.0 120.0 5,000.0 11.0
Footnotes:
1. Levels for <lxlO-6 Carcinogenic Risl" 40 CFR 131.36
2. Criterion max for Fresh Water, 40 CFR 131..36
3. Criteria for Mexico's Drinking Water CE-CCA-OOl/89, EM! T6-1
4. Criteria for Mexico's Fresh Water NTE-CCA-031/91, EMI T6-1
5. Depends - Calculations ofother water constituents such as hardness
B. Solid And Hazardous Waste
All solid waste is not hazardous and in fact non-industrial sewage
which is solid but not hazardous is one of the hardest to dispose of because
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Lof the great bulk produced in the U.S. A small percentage ofnon-industrial
sewage is land farmed but the U.S. has a disposal problem and in the future
the current land fanning disposal rate and outlets must be doubled or tripled
to dispose ofthe increasing quantities ofthis solid waste. "Land falming" is
the incorporating of sewage sludge on or into the land to condition the soil or
fertilize erops or vegetation grown in the soil. Under Mexico's EM! 8.2.4
Waste Treatment and Disposal, the rule is liOn-site land disposal ofnon-
hazardous waste is not recommended unless there are extenuating
circumstances." "Land Farming" by title is not covered by Mexican
regulations. However Mexico does blend liquid sewage waste into their
irrigation water and thus avoids the cost of drying and transportation facilities
plus simplifying the disposal process. Liquid wastes are not land filled.
(ELN C35, NOM-CCA-033-ECOU1993)
Solids and Hazardous waste consist of three categories: Inorganic
(Table 5.2), organic (Table 5.3),and volatile organic (Table 5.4). The
inorganics are the metals.
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Table 5.2 COMPARISON OF INORGANIC CONSTITUENf LIMITS
FOR TOXICITY LEVELS
I
, MEXICO'S STANDARDS
, INORGANIC U.S. STANDARD (NOM-CRP-oOl)
CONSlITUENT (mg/I) 40 CFR 261.24 (ELN D3.38T5)
Arsenic 5.0 5.0
Barium 100.0 : 100.0
Cadmium 1.0 1.0 I
Hexavalent Chrome 5.0 5.0
Nickel 5.0 5.0
Mercury 0.2 0.2
Silver 5.0 5.0
Lead 5.0 5.0
, Selenium 1.0 1.0
The second and third solid waste tables (5.3 and 5.4) are the
comparison ofthe Organic Constituents between the U.S. and Mexico. The
difference between the elements in the tables are the volatile nature of the
organic constituents.
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Table 5.3 COMPARISON OF ORGANIC POllUTANT STANDARDS
I MEXICO'S STANDARDSI
ORGANIC U.s. STANDARD (NOM-eRP-QOl)
CONSTITIJENT (mgll) 40 CFR 261.24 (ELN D3.38T6)
Acrylonitrile 5.0 5.0
Chlordane 0.03 0.03
: O-cresol 200.0 200.0
: M-eresol 200.0 200.0
P-cresol 200.0 200.0
2,4-Dichlorophcnoxyacctic 10.0 10.0
Acid
I
Endrin 0.02 0.02
Hexachloroethane 3.0 3.0
Lindane 0.4 0.4
2,4,5-TIicbJorophcnol 400.0 400.0
'---•.._-----_ .._-------- ------
The third table, 5.4, contains the comparison ofMexico vs. U.S.
volatile constituent. Their volatility is part of the control problem. as they
dissipate into the atmosphere and SWTOunding environment before they can
be controlled.
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Table 5.4 COMPARISON OF VOLATILE ORGANIC POLLlITANf
STANDARDS
MEXICO'S STANDARDS
VOLATILE ORGANIC U.S. STANDARD (NOM-eRP-oOl)
(mgll) , 40 CPR 261.24 (FLN D3.38T7)
Benzene 5.0 5.0
Chloroform 6.0 6.0
Carbon Tetrachloride 0.5 0.5
I
C. LAND APPLICATION FOR SEWAGE SLUDGE
Land application for non-industrialized sludge can be either a dry
material placement or an element of irrigation.
U.S. LAND APPLICATION FOR SEWAGE SLUDGE VS
MEXICO'S IRRIGATION STANDARDS
(not directly comparable)
u.s. STANDARD :MEXICO IRRIGATION
40 CFR. 503.13(b)T4 C34-CCA-032
I POUIITANT (kgthectare annual) (mg/l)
I
Arsenic 2.0 0.1
Cadmium 1.9 0.01
Chromium 150.0 None
Copper 75.0 0.2
Lead 15.0 5.0
Mercury 0.85 none
Molybdenum niB. none
Nickel 21.0 0.2
Selenium 5.0 0.02
Zinc 140.0 2.0
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Table 5.6 RATES OF POLLUTANT MAXIMUM CEll..ING
CONCENTRATIONS FOR LAND APPLICATION
(These values are shown as a general comparison)
U.S. STANDARD MEXICO IRRIGATION
40 CFR 503.13(b)Tl C34-eCA-032
POlLUTANTS . (Milligrams/Kilogram (mgll)
s)
Arsenic 75.0 0.1
Cadmium 85.0 0.01
Chromium 3,000.0 none
Copper 4,300.0 0.2
Lead 840.0 5.0
Mercury 57.0 none
Molybd.enum 75.0 none
Nickel 420.0 0.2
Selenium 100.0 0.02
Zine 7,500.0 2.0
D. Lead Pipes, Solder, and Flux
U.S. Standard 40 eFR 141.43 requires total prohibition~ the Mexican
standards are not published yet.
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E. Air Controls
Air controls are set for maximum permissible concentration levels of
contaminants in workplace environments for an 8 hour shifts.
Table 5.7 AIR CONTAMINANT LIMITS FOR AN 8 HOUR SHIFT
u.s. U.S.
1 STANDARD STANDARD MEXICO MEXICOI
I
, 29CFR 29CFR STANDARDS STANDARDS
I
I
CONTAM- 1910.1000 1910.1000 (ELNE-9, (ELNE-9,
INANT (Table Z-I) (TableZ-I) Table 1) Table 1)
PPM , MG/M3 PPM MGIM3
Ethyl Acetate 400 1,400 I 400 1,400
Isopropyl 250 950 250 950
Acetate
Methyl 200 610 200 610
Acetate
F. Health and Safety
The Health and Safety Regulations ofELN, Section E, genetically
listed in chapter two, section four, in general match the OSHA regulations
contained in 29 CFR 1900 and subsequent sections. There are a large
number of very good checklists under specific headings which will assist in
defming good health and safety practices.
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The health regulations include individual guidance for defining of
dangers for various industries, filling out accident reports, medical
requirements, instructions for building conditions, personal protection
equipment etc. At present 20 Health and Safety regulations have been issued
but more are continuously being published as new industries are reviewed
and requirements established.
G. General Norms and Controls of Industry
As g~nerica.Ilylisted in chapter two, section five on page 50, there are
four general adtninistrative regulations and nine control regulations. The
general regulations include the government guidance on how to establish
government controls, agencies and committees. The control regulations
include fiscal incentives, two general regulations on "Ecological
Equilibrium," and several instructions on how to prepare various forms,
preventive reports and treaty agreements which relate to Mexico's
environmental program..
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CHAPTER SIX
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In summary, the environmental cross reference index between
Mexican and U.S. Laws is in appendix A, starting on page 93. The
instructions on how to use it are in chapter four, starting on page 67. This
thesis provides both an exploration of the regulations ofboth countries and a
cross reference between them. To complete this thesis the Mexican
environmental regulations were obtained and read in detail, then crossed
referenced to the U.S. regulations.
The comprehensive depth ofthe regulations varies between the two
countries, with the U.S. being more detailed to force remediation ofpast
contaminations and prevention of future health damages. Mexico is targeted
to "preventive regulations," which are based on U.S. research precedents.
Mexican regulations have some shortcomings but also some strong
points. The most obvious short comings are a lack ofregulations for health
risk assessments, records for worker's training, and land farming ofnoo-
industrial sewage sludge. However, Mexico has an excellent regulation
fOlDlat. They are grouping their laws into industrial summaries, whereby the
EMIs provide the basic environmental requirements in a collected format to
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make it easier on industries to comply with those regulations.
As discussed in Chapter two, section I, page 49, Environmental
Management for Mexican Industry, the same Mexican agency (SEDESOL)
that has responsibility for environmental regulations, has the responsibility
for development ofnatural resomces, and the research and development for
environmental protection. The dual responsibility ofenvironmental
protection and natural resources development maintains a conservative cost
conscience approach on expansion ofenvironmental regulations. Having the
latest research on environmental remediation, helps implement the latest
technology without wasting research time and monies.
The health standards, as exemplified by the comparison tables in
chapter five, have not suffered as Mexico has largely adopted the U.S.
standards which were developed after ,extensive ecotoxicity studies of the
ecological communities of concern. Chapter five provides several
comparison tables which show that the environmental standards are almost
identical. In some cases the standards do vary as the needs and philosophies
ofthe country are different.
This thesis has accomplished its objectives ofcomparing U.S. and
Mexican environmental regulations and providing their cross-reference.
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APPENDEX A
CROSS REFERENCE INDEXTO MEXICAN AND U.S. LAVv'S
~ ~
A B C D E F
1 TITLES OF LAWS &REGULATIONS REF C/T/C S/NI Specific Mexico Laws Ameri can Law
2 I
3 Accidents. Job, Requirements 8. Characteristics ELN E4 forms ReCl#21.Labor 8. Social S 48CFR252
4 Administrative Framework for Mqt Mexican Industri EMI 3.0
5 Agricultural Irrigation, Municipal 8. Urban Contamin EMI 6.1.2 Annex6A NTE-ccA-D32·91 140CFR403
6 Agriculture IrriQation Use of DischarQe Water ,ELN C34 Table NOM-CCA-032-ECOlj93 40CFR403
7 AcIriculture Irrigation Water Qualitv Reauirements ELN C13 Table 1 CE-CCA-001-89 40CFR403
8 Agriculture IrriQation. Conditions for treated H2O EMI 6.1.2 IAnnex 6A NTE-CCA-032-91 40CFR403
9 Aariculture Irrigation, Contaminants MunicioeJ a: LJrl EMI 6.1.2 Annex6A NTE-CCA-032-91 40CFR403
10 Agriculture IrriQation, Treated Conditions for use EMI 6.1.2 Annex SA NTE-ccA-D33-91 40CFR403
11 Air Contaminants, Emissions for Mexican Industries ELNIE 9 forms. reports 8. listed Standards 29CFRl 91 0.1 000
12 Air Emissions ProQrams EMI 5.0 40CFR5Q-99
13- Air Quality Monitoring Stations I I 40CFR58I
14 Air Quality. Evaluation Criteria ELNl81 Al-5 140CFR121 0.171 0
15- Air Quality, Survillance &Control Regions ELNI81 Al-5 40CFR81.11
16 Air Stripping-Air Quality Standards I 40CFR50
17 Airborne Partkulate Matter Determination ,EMI15.1.2 Annex5A NTE-GCAT-002-88 40CFR50.6
18 Alternative fuels emission levels ELN 829 NOM-CCt\T-01 4-ECOlj93 40CFR,8S-92,Ce.T16C33
19 Aluminum Forminq, HAZ WASTE. Stds & ReportslELN 03 Table 2.3 NoM-CRP-O01-ECOl../93 40CFR60.190/467
20 Ambient Air Quality Standards I 140CFR50
21 Ancillary Facilities of Haz Waste Contaminant UniBELN .010 NOM-CRP-005-ECOlj93
22 Animal Slaughtering 8. Meat Packing ELN C23 NOM-CCA-022-ECOlj93 40CFR432
23 Annh.J for wastewater DischarQe Standards-Form IEMI FO~ FORMS In Spanish
24 Aquaculture Water Quality ReQuirments ELN C13 To.le2 CE-GCA.-D01-89 40CFR125.10
25 Aquatic Life Coastal Water Quality ReqUirements ELN C13 Table 1 CE-cCA-tl01 -89 40CFR.220-233
26 Aquatic Guidelines for Toxic Substances I 40CFR797.1050-1970I
27 iAquatic life Fresh Water Quo.llty Requirements ELN Cl3 Table 1 CE-CCA-O01 -89 40CFR125.10
28 Aquifer Testina ! I . 40CFR149I i
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APPENDEX A
CROSS REFERENCE INDEX TO MEXICAN AND U.S. LAWS
A 8 C 0 E F
1 TITLES OF LAWS & REGULATIONS REFIC{f/C S/Ail Specific Mexico Laws Am ericen Law
2 ,,,
29 Arsenic, Colorimetric Diphenyl Carbazide IELN iCl 0 Article 8 NOM-AA-46/71 I
30 Asbestos Construction Mfg IndustN DischarQe IELNIC4 NOM-CCA-008-ECOLj93 40CFR427
31 Asbestos Textiles, Friction Matis & Sealants Indus~ELN C37 !NOM-CCA-O20-ECOL,/93 40CFR,427
32 Asbestos-6mits & Procedures IEMI 6.1.2 Annex SA NTE-CCA-D08-88 40CFR763.120+
33 Asphalt Feeilities Emissions/Effluent i 140CFR60.90-93/
34 Atmospheric Control. Prevention,Control & Reporti ELN 89 Al-51 + IGeneral Law-many 42USCl 857et seQ
35 Atmospheric Emissions of Particulate Matter ELNIB4-3 iNOM-CCAT-002-ECOLj93 40CFR53-60
36 Auto Maintenance EMI 6.1.2 Annex SA NTE-CCA-Q31-91 ,40CFR82/85
37 Battery Menufacturing Emission/Effluent i 40CFRSO.37/461
38 Beer 8. Mal Effluent into waterbodies ELN C16 NOM-CCA-007-ECOLj93
39 Beer 8. Mal-limits 8. Procedures EMI 6.'.2 IAnnex SA NOM-CCA-007-ECOL-93
40 Best Man6Qement Practices for Mexico IEMI 9.0 ,checklist 8. forms
41 Biochemical Oxygen Demand, Incubation Dilution ELN C9 Article 8 NOM-AA-28/81
42 BMP for spacial materials with Checklist IEMI 9.1.0 40CFR125.100
43 BMP-Transpartation- Forms 8. Check List IEMI 12.1.0IAn12B8.C !Tex Forms,Max Checklist 40 CFR 262.F
44 Bulk Gasoine Terminals Emissions/Effluent I 40CFR60.500/
45 California Hazardous Waste Identification IEMI App-B App-B
46 Cane Sugar Industry,Wastewater discharge IELN IC14 NOM-CCA-002-ECOLj93
47 Cane Sugar Industry-limits 8. Procedures EMI 6.1.2 Annex SA NOM-CCA-002-ECOLj93
48 Carbon Black Manufacturing Effluent Standards 40CFR458
-49 Carbon Electric Plants- Coel Combustion EMI 5.1.2 Annex SA .NTE-CCAT-OOS-88
50 Carbon Monoxide Concentration, 8 Hr average, 13iELN iB1-1 ! 40CFR50.8
51 Carbon Moooxide Concentration. Equip CalibratiorlELN B19 ,NOM-CCAM-001-ECOLj93 40CFRSO, App C 7/90
52 Carbonated Beverage,Effluent Discharge ELNiC15 NOM-CCA-016-ECOL-93 I
53 Cement & Concrete Burning Ovens' Particles EMI 5.1.2 Annex SA NTE-CCAT-002-88 !40CFR60.50
54 Cement Manufacturinq Air Emissions/Standards ELN B4 I NOM-CCAT-o02-ECOL/93 !40CFR53-60.60
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1 TITLES OF LAWS Be REGULATlONS 'REF CfT/C S/M Specific Mexico Laws· Am erican Law
2 I
55 Cement Manufacturing Effluent Standards 40CFR411
56 CERCLA.-Comp Env Resp.Comp. 8. Uab Act 1980 i ! I 42USC9601-9675
57 Characteristics of Hazardous Waste-lndustrv Usnn ELN;D3 ITables INOM-CRP-001-ECOl/93 40CFR261
56 Chemic.el Fate Texting Guidelines I i ! 40CFR796!
59 Chemic.el OXVQen.Dichromate Reflux Method IELNIC9 Article 8 INOM-M-3o;a0 I
60 Chlorides in WaterArgentometnc Method ELN IC1 0 IArticle 8 NOM-M-73j81
61 Classifying Companies and Risk Levels-insurancE ELNIE1 Social Security Act
82 Clean Air Program ELNIB 9 A1-52 General Le:w-many 40CFRSQ-99
63 Clean Water Program ELN C13 IListing CE-ceA-001-89 40CFR100-149
64 CO Air concentration Determination iEMI 15.1.2 iAnnex SA ,NTE-CCAT-001-88 40CFRSO.8
65 CO Measurement Method 8. calibrate Equip IEMI15.1.2 Annex SA INTE-CCAT-001-91
..
66 Coal MinningjPreparation Emission/Effluent i 40CFR60.250/434! I I
67 Coffee Benefits-limits 8. Procedures EMI ,6.1.2 IAnnex SA NTE-CCA.-Q27-90
88 Coffee Benefits-limits 8. Procedures EMI 6.1.2 ,Annex6A .NTE~-o27-90
69 Coffee Processing Industry ELN C30 NOM-ccA-027-ECOL./93
70 Coil Coatinq Effluent Standards ! 40CFR465,
71 Coke Produciton. Haz Waste. Standards & ReportlELN D3 Table2.6 INOM-CRP-D01-ECOL/93
72 Community Participation EEE!T5 'A157-1S9 !General EcoloQV Law
73 Community Right To Know. Toxic Chemical Release I I '40CFR372
74 Community Right To Know. Haz Chemicals I I 40CFR370
75 Containment Cells for Hazardous Waste-Norms ELN!D6 I INOM..cRP-006-ECOL~93
76 Control Safety Measure. Penalties-observe Law IEEEIT6C1 A160 General Ecology Law I
77 Control.Se.fety Mea.Penalties-Public DenunciationEEE!T6C7 A189-194 General Ecoloqy Law i
78 Control.Safety Measure. Penalties-Admin Penalty IEEEIT6C4jA171-1 75 General Ecology Lew I
79 ControLSafety Measure. Penalties-Federal FelonieEEE!T6C6 A182-188 GenereJEc6loQY Law
. -_. ---
80 ControLSetety Measure. Penalties-Inspt & SupeN EEEIT6C21A161 -169 General Ecoloqy Law
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1 TITLES OF LAWS 8. REGULATIONS REFICfT/C S/Ail iSpecific Mexico Laws iAmerican Law
2 I
81 ContIotSafety Measure. Penalties-Safety Measure EEE T6C3 A170 General Ecology Law
82 ContIoLSEl.fety MeasurePenalties-Request Disser' EEE T6C5 A176-181 General Ecology Law j
83 Conventional Power Plant EcoloQicaJ Criteria ELNlF9 CE-oESEooQ02/88
84 Conventional Power Plant Effluent ELM!C11 Listing NOM-CCA-001-ECOL/93
85 Coordination -Fed Gvt. States, 8. Municipalities 'EEE T1C2 A4-7 General Ecology Law
8S Copper in Water, Colorimetric,Neocupreine ELN C9 Article 8 NOM-M-66/81 40CFR4S6
87 Copper&AJloy.Extrusion8.Drawing.EffJuent into wat! ELN C21 Tables INOM-CCA-Ol8-ECOL-93 40crnSOJ 60/468
88 CoPPer. enqravinq8.extendinq-limits & Procedure~EMI 6.1.2 Annex6A NTE-CCA.-018-88 40CFRSO.160/468
89 Copper. HAZ WASTE. Production Stds & Reports IELN 03 TabI2.4j5 NOM-CRP-OOl-ECOL/93 40CFR60.160/468
90 Copper. limits 8. Procedures EMI IS.1.2 IAnnex SA NTE-CCA-D18-88 40CFR60.160/468
91 Corrosive. Irritant 8. Toxic Substances in Work PlaqELN E7 Reg #9. Health, Se.fe&Hygiene
92 Crude Petroleum. Wastewater Discharge IELN Cl0 A1-8 INTE-CCA-003/88
93 Dairy/Milk Industrrlimits & Procedures tMI 6.1.2 Annex 6A NTE-CCA-009-88 40CFR405
94 Dairy/Milk Operations ELN C22 NOM-CCA-Q09-ECOL-93 40CFR405
95 Diesel CombustiorrStationary Source ELN iB 7 NTE-CCAT-005-ECOL-88
96 Diesel Emissions, New Engines, Vehicles,>3857 KjELN !B14~4 NOM-CCATooQ07·ECOL/93 !40CFR86
97 Diesel, Exhaust Opacity for in-circulation motor ved ELN i826 NOM-CCAT-o06-ECOL/93 40CFRS1-99 7/90
98 Discharge Request Form for Particular Conditions IEMI !FO~ FORMS In Spe.nish
99 DischarQe. none allowed into local drainage net.¥q ELN E 7 Inst#9.Labor 8. SocieJ Sec I
100 Discharge, Restaurants 8. Hotels-limits 8. Procedu ELN C31 NOM-CCA-026-ECOLj93
101 DodecyibenzenesulfonicAcid Production.Statione ELN 810-3, NOM-CCAT-o09-ECOL/93 ·40CRF53-S0
102 Dry Clean Emissions EMI,6.1.2 Annex6A NTE-CCA-G31-91 40CFR60.610
103 Ecological Criteria. for Conv. Steam Generatinq P1tlELN IF9 CE-OESE-G02/88
104 Ecological Criteria for Water Quality (CWA) ELN C13 Usting CE-CCA-O01-89 33USC1251 et seq
105 Ecological Criteria for Water Quality (CWA) IEMI 6.1.2 IAnnex SA ICE-ccA-001-89 33USC1251 et seq
106 Ecological Equilibrium and Environmental ProtectilELN 82 Al-194 This is the General Law
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107 Ecological Equilibrium and EnvironmentaJ Protecti ELN C2 A1-194 see General Law in 82
108 Ecological Equilibrium and Environmental Protecti ELN 01 A1-194 General Law-see B 2
109 Ecological Policy EEEIT1C4 A1 5-1 6 General Ecology Law
110 Ecological PolicY. Instruments EEET1 C5 A17-43 IGeneral Ecology Law
111 Ecological.Equil.. 8. Envir Protect from Haz Waste IELN ID4 I Gen Law.Ecol Equil 8. Envir
112 Effluent Guidelines 8. Standards for Power Plants ELN Cl1 ! NOM-CCA-Q01-EC01..l93 40CFR40D-471
113 Effluent Guidelines of carbonated Beverages Wat~ELN.C15 NOM-CCA-016-ECOL/93
114 Effluent Guidelines of flour mfg into waterbodies ELNlC19 NOM-CCA..Q06-ECOl../93
115 Effluent Guidelines of Textile Industry into waterboqELN IC12 i NOM-ccA-014·ECOL/93 I
116 Effluent Guidelines. Beer & Malt into waterbodies ELN C16 NOM-GCA-007-ECOL/93
117 Effluent Guidelines. Leather taiming and finishing ELN C17 NOM-CCA-021-ECOL/93
118 Effluent into waterbodies from Sugar Cane Industry.ELN C14 NOM-CCA-002-ECOl../93
119 Effluent Limits of Petroleum Refininq 8. Petrochemil ELN Cl0 NOM-CCA-003-ECOl../93 I
120 Effluent of Milk &Dairy Process into waterbodies ELN C22 . iNOM-CCAR OO9-ECOL/93 40CFR405
121 Effluent of Wood Produd Impregnation into waterb ELN C20 INOM-CCA-019-ECOl./93
122 Effluent Pretreatment Standards ,EMl 6.1.2 Annex SA INTE-CCA-031,91 40CFR403
123 Effluent Carbonated Beverages into weterbodies ELN .C15 NOM-CCA-016-ECOl./93
124 Effluent Fertilizer manufaet into waterbodies ELN C18 !NOM-CCA-004-ECOl../93
125 Electric Power Plant Effluent to receiving waterbod ELNtCl1 NOM-CCA-D01-ECOl../93 40CFR40D-471
126 Electric Power Plants. Coal Fired. Emissions ELN B12 NTE-CCAT-OOS-ECOL.£38
127 Electrical & Electronic Components Effluent Stand ELN 03 Te.ble3.- NOM-CRP-001-ECOl./93 40CFR469
128 Emergency Planning for Worker Protedion I 40CFR311
129 Emergency Response Plan I I 29CFR129.120
130 Emission Equip.motor vech,nonClasoline.lnspect ~ELN IB22 NOM-CCAT-01 O-ECOl../93 140CFR. 8.CaJifT16.C33
131 Emission Levels for alternative fuels of in-use mtr v1 ELN B29 NOM-CCAT-014-ECOL/93 40CFR86-92.Ce,.T16C33
132 Emission levels of Clasoline motor vehicles ELN 823-4/5 _ NOM-CCAT-003-ECOL/93 40CFR868.Calif T16.C33
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1331Emission Levels of in-use motorcvdes iELN 1827 I
. .
134lEmission,Motorcycle characteristics &mea proc8(ELN iB281
E
iSpecific Mexico Laws
iNOM-CCAT-012-ECOl.,l93
INOM-CCAT-013-ECO Ll93
F
IAmerice.n Lew
!
\0
00
1351 Emissions for Hazerdous Pollutants (Nl:~RAPSY i : i I j40CFR61
f361Emissions for Petroleum Refineries I~i! i !40CFR60.100
137 Emissions. Munici 8.1 Waste Combustors ! i40CFR60.30A~]9A
138 Emissions. New in-Qlant motor vehicle Exhaust ,ELN 825 NOM- CCAT-004-ECOl.,l93 140CFR81~99 7/90
139lEmissionS, Pe.rticulate Matter.Coal-fired Elect Pw'r P,ELN !B12-2IAl-7~NTE-CCAT-006/88
140 IEmissions. Particulate Matter,Natural Gas. Stastiorl ELN! 88-2 j -.~ 1NTE·CCAT-008/88140CFR53-60
141 Emissions,Particulate Matter, Diesel Stationa So!ELN !B? INTE-CCAT-005/88 i40CFR53-60
142 Emissionsparticule.te matter,cQmbustion-Stationa~ELNIB5 NTE-CCAT-007/88 ,40CFR53-S0
143lEmissions.Solid Particulates,combustion-Stationa\ ELN i86 i INit.:t:CAT=-006::'ECOl.,l93-·-r40CFR53-60
1441Envir Proted~oise,Therme.1 Enerqy, Odors,Visu!EEEIT4C7 !A155-156 IGeneral Ecology Law --I
145lEnvir' Protection-Activities deemed Hazardous !EEEjT4C4 iA145--149 IGeneral Ecology Law·-- [
1461 Envir' Protection·He.ze.rdous Weste and Me.terialsiEEEIT4C5 !A150~153 iGeneral EcologV Law
1471Envir' Protection-Soil Contamination iEEE!T4C3IA134-144 lGenereJ Ecology Le.w
1481Environmental Impact Stafement - Administration rEMI 14.1.0 !Annex4A iOutline
149lEnvironmentallmpe.d Ste.tement General Formot !ELN iF 3 IOutiine IGen Law. A9 &10.
1501 Environmental Impact Statement Intermediate For/ELN IF 6iOutJine !Gen Law, AS.1 0,11
151 IEnvironmental Impact Statement Specific Forms !ELN IF 5 !Outline iGen Law, A9 & 12
152 Environmental 1m e.cts e.nd Statements IELNTF2
u
!Al-6 GeneraJ Law, many refs
153 Environmental Protection - Agency iEEE!T4 !All 0-156 General Ecology Law
154IEnvironmental15rotectTo-n=Afmospheric Conte.mina~EEEIT4C1IAl1 0-1 16 IGenere.1 Ecology Lew
1551Environmental Protection-Nuclear Enerqy iEEElT4CslA154 jGeneral Ecology Law
15SIEnvironmenti Protection-Weter & Aque.tic EcosyStaEE-~iT4C2TAl17-133 !General Ecology Law
1571Exclusions for Micro-Industrial Emission 8. Atfluent~ELN 1813 ! iGenerai Law. Article 19
158lExdusions/Exemptions. MicroindustrieJ ~mission~EtN1B13 ! lGeneral Law, Article 19
40CFR1502
40CFR6.200+
40CFR6.200+
40CFR6.200+
;40CFR6.200+
;40CFRl-799
!40CFR69
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159 Exhaust Opacity for in-circulation Diesel Motor Vee ELN 1826 I NOM-CCAT-o08-ECOlJ93 40CFR81-99 7/90
160 IExploitation of Naturel Elements EEE T3 A8S-109 General Ecology Lew
161 Explosives Mfg Effluent & Haz Waste 8tds & Rpt~ELN 03 TableS.1 NOM-CRP-001-ECOLj93 40CFR457
162 Extraction Test to determine Haz Waste toxicity ELN 08 NOM-CRP-002-ECOlJ93
163 Extremely Haz Substances & Reporte Ouantaties I 40CFR355A
164 Extremely Hazerdous Activities. 1st Ust by Oty ELN F7 List Gen Law. AS. S1 0 &146
165 Extremely Hazardous Activities. 2nd List by Qtv ELN 'F8 List Gen Law. AS. 810 & 146
166 Fabricates Asbestos, Contaminants ELN C4 A1-7 NTE-CCA-008-88
167 Facility Remediation- Facility develop & implemer EMI 13.1.0 13.1.0
168 Farmers. Solid Waste Disposal 40CFR262.70
169 Fecal &TotB.! Coliforms.Multiple Fermentation TublELN C9 Article 8 NOM-AA-42/81
170 Federal Public Law. Administration, emended IELNIA 1 A1-B
171 Feedlots Effluent Standards , 40CFR412
172 Ferroalloy Mfg Effluent Stds &HAZ WASTE ELN 03 Table2,8 NOM-CRP-001-ECOLj93 40CFR424
173 Fertilizer Effluent-limits 8. Procedures EMI 6.1.2 Annex 6A NTE-CCA-004-88 40CFR60.2201418
174 Fertilizer ManufecturinQ Effluent except Phosphori ELN C18 Table NOM-cCA-004-ECOL-93 40CFR60.220/418
175 Fire Prevention and Protecion in workplace ELN E14 ' Inst#2.Labor &Social Sec ,
176 First Aid Units for EmerqencvTreatments ELN ES List Req#20.Labor 8. SocieJ S
177 Fiscal incentives,Prevent/Cntrl Envir' Pollution ELN F1 A1-16 Organic Lew FPA A3.12 42USC102(2)(Cj
178 Fish.shell fish,fish flour, fish oil-Procedures ELN 6.1.2 Annex6A NTE-CCA-028-90 40CFR408
179 Fish.shell fishJish flour.fish oil-Wastewater Discher ELN C29-3 NOM-CCA-O28ECOLj93 40CFR408
180 Fixed Source.lndirect Heat-Emission-ell fuels !EMI 5.1.2 Annex SA NOM-PA-CCA,T-019-93
181 FIXed source-Recuperation Processes of HC !EMI 5.1.2 IAnnex SA NOM-PA-CCA,T-022-93
162 Flour Manufacturing Effluent into Waterbodies ELN C19 Tables NOM-CCA-006-ECOL-93 ,
183 Flour-limits & Procedures EMI 6.1.2 Annex 6A NTE-CCA-006-88 i
184 Flour/Grain Mills EMI 16.1.2 jAnnex SA NTE-CCA-006-88 140CFR406
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185 Auorides in Water-Colorimetric S.PADN.S. ELN C9 Article 8 NOM-AA-77/82
186 Form - PCB Manifest ELN 011 FORM In English
187 Form- Biannual Hazardous Waste Emission Rpt EMI FORt\ FORMS In Spanish
188 Form~ Generator Semi-Annual Hazardous Waste EMI FORl\ FORMS In Spanish I
189 Form-Industrial Survey Form EMI FORI\ FORMS In Spanish
190 Forrn- Manifest Generating Company Haz Waste IEMI FORI\ FORMS In Spanish
191 Form- Manifest oelfTransport/Receipt Haz Waste EMI FORt-.. FORMS In Spanish
192 Form- Maquiladora Report EMI .FORt\ FORMS In Spanish
193 Form- Particular Conditions of Discharge Request EMI FORt-.. FORMS In Spanish
194 Form- PCB Manifest EMI FORt-.. FORMS In SpOIlish
195 Form- Spill or Incident Manifest Form EMI FORt-.. FORMS In Spanish
196 Form- Wastewater Fee Deferment IEMI FORt-.. FORMS In Spanish
197 Form- Wastewater Permit EMI fORt-.. FORMS In Spanish
198 Form-Air Pollutants. issue Operating Licenses-Ste ELN 817
199 Form-Apply for wastewater Discharqe Standards EMI FORNFORMS In Spanish
200 Form-Manifest Export/Import Haz Mati or Wastes !EMI FORt\ FORMS In Spanish
201 Form-Monthly Landfill Report 'EMIIFORt-.. FORMS In Spanish
202 Form-Operating Permit EMllFOffi FORMS In Spanish
203 Fossil Fuel-Fired Steam Generators 40CFR60.30
204 Gas Station. Vapor Controls EMI 6.1.2 AnnexGA NTE-CGA-Q31-S1 40CFR80
205 Gas Turbine Emissions i I I 40CFR60.330
206 Gas-oil Liquid FueLSulfur Limits.Stationary Soures;ELN 1816 NOM-ccAT-01 5-ECOLj93
207 General Provisions EEE T1 A1-43 General Ecology Lew
208 Generator Semi-Annual Hazardous Waste Form !EMI FOR~ FORMS In Spanish
209 Generators of Haz Waste. Volume and Types ELN D9 Forms Industrial Waste Generate
210 Glass. Flat &FiberCllass. EmissionsjEffiuent ELM!C6 , NOM-CGA-010e ECOL/93 40CFR60.21 0/426.20
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211 Glass, pressed & Blown,Emissions/Effluent jELM CS NOM-CCA-D11-ECOliS3 140CFR60.21 0/426.20
212 Glass, Pressed 8. 81own-limits & Procedures EMI 6.1.2 Annex6A NTE-CCA-D11-8a 40CFR60.21 0/426.20
213 Glass, Sheet-limits 8. Procedures EMI 6.1.2 Annex 6A NTE-CCA-G10-88 40CFR60.21 0/426.20
214 Gum &Wood Chemicals Manufacting Effluet Stand's I 40CFR454
215 H&S.Company Occupation Class &Risk Levels-fo ELN E 1 A1-13 Social Security Ad.A43-45
216 Haz Waste, DefinitionsJorms,rpts ELN 00+ Lists NTE-CRP-OOl-88 j40CFR260
217 Haz Materials, Import 8. Export/Transportation ELNiD13 i49CFR1 72.101
218 Haz Substance 8. Reportable Quantities 40CFR302.4
219 Hoz Waste, Ancillary Facilities at Haz Waste Site~ EMI 7.1.5 Annex 78 NTE-CRP-009-89 !40CFR264
220 Haz Waste. Ancillary Faclities, Desiqn 8. Const ELN 010 NOM-CRP-005-ECOL/93 40CFR264.10
221 Haz Waste, Export /Imports ELN 014 General Laws 140CFR262.50/.60
222 Haz Waste. Incompatability between Haz Waste EMI 7.1.5 Annex 78 NTE-CRP-003-89 !
223 Haz Waste. Incompatability between Haz Waste ELN 07 NTE-CRP-003-89
224 Haz Waste, Inspection of drums 8. Tanks 40CFR262.34-265
225 Haz Waste. Interim Trans, StoraQe 8. Destruction Stand 40CFR265
226 Haz Waste, Management of Specific Haz Waste 40CFR266
227 Haz Waste. Management Systems. General I 40CFR260
228 Haz Waste, Operations Requirements for Sites EMI 7.1.5 Annex 78 NTE-CRP-Ol 1-89
229 Haz Waste, Regulatory Requirements IEM117.0 checklist end standards listinQS
230 Haz Waste. Standards for Generators ! 40CFR262
231 Haz Waste. Ce.lifornia Waste Criteria 8. lists IEMllApp App-B I
232 Haz Waste. Characteristics.ldentification and Listin!ELN 03 Tables NOM-CRP-oOl-ECOL/93 i40CFR261
233 Haz Waste. Communication System I I 40CFR~65.C
234 Haz Waste. Containment Cells, Design,ConstOpe ELNID6 I NOM-CRP-006-ECOL/93
235 Haz Waste. Criteria for Characterization and Listinc EMI 17.1.5 Annex 78 NTE-CRP-OOl-89 40CFR261.22-.35
236 Haz Waste. Develop ContinQsncv Plan ! ; I 40CFR262.34-
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237 Haz Waste. Discharges I 40CFR263.30
238 Haz Waste. Emergency Preparation 8. Prevention I I I 40CFR266.C
239 Haz Waste. Export if caused by imported material~EMI !8.1.0 ! Checklist
240 Haz Waste, Extraction Test for determine constituelELN DB i NOM-CRP-002-ECOLj93
241 Haz Waste, Clen Law.EcoL Equil, 8. Envir. IELN 04 ! General Ecology Law
242 Haz Waste. Generator Standards I I 40CFR262
243 Haz Waste. Identification 8. Ustings i 40CF'R261
244 Haz Waste, Incinerators I 140CFR264.340
245 Haz Waste. Landfills 40CFR26~.300
246 Haz Waste. Listings I 40CFR261.3 '
247 Haz Waste. Manifest 8. Record Keeping ! 40CFR262.20
248 Haz Waste. Operations of Containment Units IELNI012 NOM-CRP~OO7-ECOLj93 40CFR264
249 Haz Waste. Reg 8. Definitions-1 0/22/93 ELNID 4+ A1-£3 NO~tRP~OOl-ECOLJ93 ~OCFR260
250 Haz Waste. Safety Equipment 40CFR2S5.C
251 Haz Waste, Simplification Program IELN 013 , General Ecology Law
252 Haz Waste, Site Norms, excluding radioactive wa~ELN 02 I NOM-CRP-004-ECOL-93 !40CFR264.300
253 Haz Waste, Storage I 40CFR264
254 Haz Waste, Storage Cells:Desiqn,ConstOperatiorl,EMI 17.1.5 ,Annex 78 NTE-CRP-Ol0-88 I
255 Haz Waste, Storaoe Facilities reqd. Exclud RadiodEMI 7.1.5 Annex 78 INTE-CRP-008-89
256 Haz Waste. Surface Impoundments I 40CFR264.220I
257 Haz Waste, Testing 8. Maintenance I 40CFR265.CI
258 Haz Waste. Texas Waste Criteria 8. List !EMI lApp App-A -- ..
259 Haz Waste, Toxicity Constituents EMI17.1.S Annex 78 NTE-CRP-002-89
260 Haz Waste, Toxicity Norms/Standards ELNID3 TABLES Specifications 40CFR261.24
261 Haz Waste, Toxicity to Environment-by Industries ELN!D3 NOM-CRP-oOl -ECOL-93 40CFR.261.24
262 Haz Waste, Training &Records Requirements EMI17.2.6 I 40CFR265.16
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263 Hez Waste, Transporters I i 40CFR263
264 Hazardous Air Pollution Standard I 40CFRS1
265 Hazardous Chemical Reporting, Community R-T-K I ,40CFR370I
266 Hazardous Communications Program 129CFRl 91 0.1200
267 Hazardous Substances Tables 140CFR1 16
268 Hazardous Substances, Notice of DischarQe !40CFR1 17.21
269 Hazardous Substances, Reportable Quantities I 40CFRl 17
270 Hazardous Waste Biannual Emission Form iEMI FOR~ FORMS In Spanish
271 Hazardous Waste Identification from Califomia EMI App-B i
272 Health Effects Testinq, Toxic Substances I ! '40CFR798I
273 Hexavalent Chromium,Colorimetric Oiphenyhl Car~ELN C10 Article 8 N0 M-AA~44/81 I
274 HiQhly Haz Fire/Explosive Chem & Report QuantitilEMI 11.1.1 Annx11-2 . I
275 Highly Haz Toxic Chemicals 8. Reportable Quanti~EMI 11.1.1 Annxl 1~1 !
276 Hospitals, Wastewater Discharge ELNIC32 NOM-CCA-029-ECOLj93 ;40CFR460
271 Hospitals-limits & Procedures IEMI 6.1.2 Annex SA NTE-CCA-O29-91 40CFR460
278 Import & Export of Hazardous Materials ,ELN 013 Haz Mati Imports/Exports 40CFR262
279 Import/export Manifest & Record Keepinq SystemlELN D13 I !Haz Mati Imports/Exports 40CFR263
280 Incineration, Cement Plants-EmissionsjEffluent I 140CFR60.601
281 Incompatibility of Toxic Hazardous Waste, CRP-OIELN 07 Groups NOM-CRP-003-ECOL-93
282 Industrial Standards for Hazardo"us We.stes-lists IELN 03 Lists NOM-CRP-O01-ECO1.,/93
283 Industrial SUNey Form EMI FOR~ FORMS iIn Spanish
284 Ink Formulatinq Effluent Standards I ,40CFR447
285 Inorganic Chemical Manufacrurinq Effluent Stds 40CFR41S
286 International Environmental Impact Statements , '42USC102(2)(C)
287 Introduction to Environmental Mgt for Mex Ind IEMI 1.0 Index
288 Iron & Steel mfq, HAZ WASTE Standards & Reptsl ELN 03 Table2.7 NOM-CRP-OOl -EC01.,/93 140CFR420
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289 Iron 8. Steel-limits & Procedures EMI 6.1.2 IAnnex 6A ,NOM-GCA-Ol3-ECOL,/93 40CFR420
290 Iron and Steel Industry. EffluenVEmissions !ELN C7 NOM-CCA-013-ECOL/93 ,40CFR420/60.140
291 Irrigation. vegtables/fruits, municipe.l Wastewater ELN C34j35 NOM-CCA-O33-ECOL,l93
292 Lebels 8. Symbols.Transport Containers & Vehicl~EMI 12.1 .O!Anexl 2A NOM-EE-59 II
293 Laboratory EQuipment 8. Testing Requirements I I 40CFR792
294 land Disposal of Haz Waste crABLE CONE & cqELN 06 NOM-CRP-O06-ECOL,/93 40CFR268
295 Land Disposal of Solid Waste 'EMI 8.2.4 I NOT ALLOWED IN MEXlCO 140CFR241
296 Land Disposal Restrictions EMI 8.2.4 i NOT ALLOWED IN MEXICO 40CFR261.24
297 Land Farming - Sewage Sludge Tables EMI 8.2.4 ! NOT ALLOWED IN MEXICO 40CFR503
298 Lead Add Bettery MfCl Plant-Emissions/Effluent I 40CFR60.370/.
299 Lead in gasoline I ! 40CFRBO.20
300 Lead in Water-Colorimetry Dithizone ELN .C1 0 !Article 8 NOM-AA-57/81 40CFR60.180/421.130
301 Lead,HAZ WASTE, Production Standards 8. RepdELN 03 ITable 2.1 INOM-cRP-001-ECOL/93 40CFRSO.12
302 Leather Tanning 8. Finishing, Effluent IELN IC17 iTables NOM-GCA-D17-ECOL/93 40CFR425
303 Leather Tanning, Hez Waste Stds 8. Rpts IELN 03 Table 4.~ INOM-CRP-D01-ECOLl93 140CFR425
304 Legal Framework for Mexican Environmental Law iEMI 2.0 I I
305 Licenses.Operating.Stationary Source iELN B15 !Al-5 !General La'WiTIany referen
306 Livestock Water Quality ReQuirements IELN IC13 ITabie 1 ICE-CCA-DOl-89
307 Mannest,Waste. Hazardous, Volume and Types ELN.O 9 !Forms Industrie.l Waste Generate
308 Manifest Export/lmportHaz Mati Wastes. Form EMI /FORl\1FOR.MS In Spanish ,
309 Manifest Form -Generating Company Haz Waste EMI FOR}., FORMS In Spanish II
310 Manifest Form 4Haz Waste Del/Transport/Receip EMI FOR~ FORMS In Spanish
311 Manifestforms-PCBs from Elect EQuip IELN 011
312 Maquiladora Report Form EMIIFOR!'I FORMS In Spanish
313 Marine Sanitation ! i33CFR1S9
314 Measures for Control and Safety and Sanctions ,EEE T6 A160-194 General Ecology Law I
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315 Measurinq Methods for Sulfur Dioxide in ombient a ELN 830 NOM-CCAM-o05~ECOLIS3 i40CFR50 App A 7/90
316 Meat Packaging-limits &Procedures EMI 6.1.2 IAnnex SA NOM-CCA-023-ECOI../93 40CFR432
317 Meat Packinq &Animale Slaughtering !ELN 1C23 ITables NOM-CCA-023-ECO1../93 40CFR432
318 Medical Examinations ELN El0 Lists Occupational Hygiene
319 Medical Waste. Tracking 8. Manaqement Standards I 40CFR259
320 Mercury in Water.Colorimetly Dithizone ELNIC10 Article 8 NOM-M-66/81 I
321 Metal Finishing Industry wastewater to waterbodie ELN C24-3 Table NOM-CCA-O17-ECOll93 I
322 Metal Moldinq &Casting HAZ WASTE Stds.Repo ELN 03 .Table 1.0 NOM-CRP-001-ECOI../93 40CFR464
323 Metalic Electroplating EMI 6.1.2 Annex6A NOM-CRP-001-ECOL/93 40CFR413
324 Metalic Finishing-limits 8. Procedures EMI 6.1.2 Annex6A NOM-CRP-OO1-ECO lI93 40CFR433
325 Metalic Finishing-HAZ MATERIALS Stds &Rpts EMI 6.1.2 Annex SA NOM-CRP-o01-ECO LIB3 40CFR433
326 Metals in Water. Colorimetric Neocupreine .ELN 103 Table 1.0 NOM-M-S1j81 I
327 Micro-lndustries. Exclusions for Emission & AffIuen ELN 813 General Law. Article 19
328 Milk & Dairy Industry-limits & Procedures ELN C22 !Tables NOM-CCA-009-ECOI../93 40CFR405
329 Milk Industry-limits & Procedures EMI 6.' .2 Annex6A NOM-CCA-008-ECPI93 40CFR405
330 Mineral Minning & Processing Effluent Standards ~OCFR436
331 Monitor well Installations I 40CFR258
332 Monthly Landfill Report Form IEMI FORf\. FORMS In Spanish
333 Motor Veh's.non-qasoline.lnspect Eqip & Mea Pro ELN j822 .NOM-CCAT-o10-ECOll93 40CFR &CalifT16.C33
334 Motor Vehicle Air Conditioners, Emissions I 40CFR82.30,
335 Motor Vehicles. Clasoline. Emission Levels- ELN .823-4/5 !NOM·CCAT-003-ECOL,l93 40CFR86&Calif T' 6.C33
336 Motorcycle. Emission testing Procedures ELNiB28 NOM-CCAT-013-ECOI../93
337 Motorcycle. Clasoline 8. Gas-oil mix emission level~ELN 827 . NOM-eCA.T-o12-EC01../93 ,
338 Motorcycles-Gas with Oil Emissions EMIIS.l.2 Annex 5A NTE-CCA.T-015-90 40CFR86
339 Motorcycles-Gas with Oil-Equip Measure Charade EMI 5.1.2 Annex SA NTE-CCAT-Ol 6-90 40CFR86
340 Municipal Solid Waste Land Fills ! 140CFR2S8
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341 Municipal Waste Combustor's Emissions ! ,40CFR,60.30A-.39A
342 NAFTA Aqreement-Political Background EMI 1.0.0+ P1-50 Does not over ride laws ,
343 National Emission Standards & Forms I '40CF'R61
344 National Institute of Ecoloqy & Federal Attorney Ge ELN .A3 Al-33
345 National Waters law ELN 1C26 'A1-124+ National Waters Compliance
346 Natural Gas Combustion.Stationary Source ELNI88 NTE-CCAT-008-ECOL-88
347 NEPA-National Environmental Policy Act 142USC4321-4347
348 NESHAPS-Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants , 40CF~61
~49 NewVehicies-Hydrocarbons.CO.NO using gasolirlEMI 5.1.2 Annex SA NTE-ccAT-004-88 !
350 Nickel in Water. Colorimetry Dimethylglyoxene !ELN C10 Article 8 NOM-M-76/82 !40CFR421.240
351 Nickel Production. Haz Waste Stds & Reports IELN 03 Table2.9 INOM-eRP-001-ECOL/93 !40CFR421
352 Nitrogen Dioxide Concentrate. Daily Ave; 0.21 PPM ELN 81-1 40CFR50.11
353 Nitrogen Dioxide Concentration. Equip Calibration ELN 818 NOM-CCAM-004-ECOL-93 40CFR50. App F 7/90
354 Nitroqen Testinq, Kjeldahol Method ELN C9 Article 8 NOM-M-26/80
355 Noise Pollution -ELN E3 Al-79 Organic.Envir' Protect laws 140CFR201-211
356 Noise Safety & Hygiene Conditions in WorkPlace ELN Ell Levels Instill .Labor & Social S 40CFR201-211
357 Noise with Standards & Checklist ,EMI 10.1.0 forms B. standards 40CFR201-211
358 Noise. Environmental Protection EEE T4C7 A155-156 General Ecology Law 40CFR201-211
359 Nonferrous Metals Effluent Standards , 140CfR,421I
360 Nonferrous Metals Forminq & Metal Powders Effluent I 40CFR471
361 Nonpoint Pollution Discharge Elemiation System !40CFR6.600
362 NOX Measurement & Equip Calib EMI 5_1.2 Annex 5A NTE-CCA,T-004-91 40CFR.50.11
363 NOX Measurement & Equip Calib EMI 5.1.2 Annex 5A NTE-CCAT-004-91 140CFR50.11
364 NPDES-National Pollutant Discharge Eliminate Sy stem 40crn122
365 Occupational safety and Health Standards 29CFR191 0.120
366 Ocean Oumpinq i , !40CFR22(}-233
.
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367 Offshore Oil 8. Gas Extraction Effluent Standards 40CFR435
368 Oil Removal Contin~eney Plans i . 40CFR109
369 Oil Spill Removal Plans , ! 33CFR151-158
370 Opacity,Smoke,Diesel Vehicle >3875KG ELN!814 ! NOM-CCA.T~07-ECOl-93
371 Operating Licenses. emitAir Pollutants-Stationary ELN 817 FORMS In English
372 Operating Permit Form EMI FOR~ FORMS In Spanish
373 Operating Permits and Ucenses. Authority ELN 815 General Ecology Law
374 Ordors, Environmental Protection EEEIT4C7 A155-156 General Ecology Law
375 Ore Minning 8. Dressing Effluent Standards 40CFR440
376 OSHA-Occupational Safety 8. Health Act 29USC651 at seq
377 Ozone Measurement 8. Equip Calib EMI .5.1.2 !Annex SA NTE-CCA.T·003-91 40CRG50.9
378 Ozone. Concentration, Equip Calibration ELN!821 i NOM-CCA.M-003-ECOLj93 .40CFR50 App D, 7/90
379 Ozone, Concentration. Max hr avg 0.11 PPM ELN 81-1 Various Laws !40CFR50.9
380 Paint Formulatinq Effluent Standards IELN 03 !Tab 11.0 NOM-CRP-001-ECOLj93 140CFR446
381 Paperfrom reeycled cellulose fibers -limits &Proo EMI 6.1.2 .Annex SA NTE-CCA.-025-88
382 Paper from recycled cellulose fibers -limits 8. Proo EMI16.1.2 Annex SA NTE-CCA-025-88
383 Paper from virqin cellulose-limits 8. Procedures EMI 6.1.2 Annex6A NTE-CCA.-024-88 I
384 Paper from virqin cellulose-limits 8. Procedures EMI 6.1.2 Annex 6A NTE-CCA-024-88
385 Particle,Concentration. Determination of ELN 811 NTE-CCAT-002-ECOL-88 40CFR50.6
386 Particles, Suspended, Concentration, Eq-uip Calibrj ELN 820 NOM-cCAM-002-ECOL-93 40CFR50.8
387 Particulate Matter Emission,Coal-fired Elect PM pt ELN 812-2 Al-7 NTE-CCA.T-00S/B8
388 Particulates, Solid.Stationary Source ELN 86 NOM-CCA.T"'()06-ECOL-93 ,40CFR50.6
389 Paving 8. Roofinq Materials Effluent Standards 40CFR443
390 PCB Manifest Form EMI FORt\ FORMS In Spanish
391 PC8s (Polychlorinated 8iphenyl). Elect Equip ELN 011 FORM Manifest Form I
392 Personal Protection Equipment for Workers ELN E15 I ,lnstl17,Lebor & Social Sec !
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393 Personal Protective Equipment ELN EEl Reg#17,Labor 8. Socie.l S
394 Pesticide ChemiceJs Manufacturing Effluent Standi ELN 03 Table12.0 NOM-CRP-004~ECOLj93 140CFR455
395 Pesticides Proqram I ! 40CFRl 50-1 89
396 Pesticides, Fertilizers & Toxic Substances -list ELN 05 Lists Inter Dept Commis:87-88 40CFR262.S1
397 Petroleum Refineries Emissions 40CFR60.100
39B Petroleum Refininq & Petrochemical Industry Efflue ELN IC1 0 Al-8 NTE-CCA-OO3-ECOLj93 I
399 Ph Determination. Potentiometric ELN C9 Article 8 NOM-AA-B/80 i
400 Pharmaceutical Manufo,ounng Effluent Standards !40CFR439
-101 Phenols in Water, Spectrophotometric IELN C9 Article 8 NOM-M-50178 I
~O2 Phosphate Manufacturing Effluent Standards 140CFR422
403 Phosphate Manufacturing Emission Standards I 40CFR60.220+
404 Phosphorous. Colorimetric Molybdene Blue.StannlELN C9 Article 8 I NOM-AA-29/81 I
405 Photographic Process Effluent Standards EMI 6.1.2 Annex 6A NTE-CCA-031 -91 140CFR459
406 PhysiceJ & ChemiceJ Properties !40CFR796.1050
407 Plan-Authorization for Plant Preconstruct & Startup EMI ,4.1.0 Flow Sheets
408 Plan-Environmente.llmpact Statement EMI 4.1.0 Annex4A Outline
409 Plan-Preliminary Risk Assessment IEMI 4.1.0 Annex4B Outline
410 Plant New vehicles motor exhaust ELN 825 NOM- CCAT-o04-ECOLj93 40CFR81-99 7/90
411 Plants-New Motors Exhaust-Smoke Opacity EMI 5.1.2 Annex 5A NTE-CCAT-010-90 I
412 Plastic Matis & Synthetic Resins, Haz Matls 8. Rpt ELN 03 Table7.- NOM-CRP-OOl-ECOL/93
413 Plastic molding Electrical, Haz Waste, Stds 8. Rpts ELN 03 Table3.1 NOM-CRp·OQ1-ECOLj93
414 Plastic Products, Synthetic Polymers,Contaminant~ ELN C9 Al-B NTE-CCA-005·88 i40CFR463
415 Pollution Contingency Control Plan (Oil) I 140CFR300
416 Porcelain Enamelinq Effluent Standards I I I !40CFR4El6
417 Power Plant Discharge,Conventional Steam Elect.IELM Cl1 Listing NOM-CCA-001-ECOLj93
418 Power Planl Coal-Fired, Emission Standards !ELNIB12-2 Al-7 NTE-CCAT-006188 I
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419 ·Powers of SEDESOL Coordinetion Agencies.FP~ EEElT1 C31A8-1 4 Generel Ecology Law
420 Preconstruction & Ste.rtup of Mexican Industries IEM114.0 I Forms & Reports
421 Preliminery Provisions EEEITl Cl A1-3 General EcoloCIY Law
422 Preserved Food Packaging-limits & Proced IEMI 6.1.2 Annex6A NOM-CCA-023-ECOLj93 40CFR407
423 PreseNed Food Pecking Industry. Wasteweter ELNIC25 NOM-CCA-023-ECOL/93 40CFR407
424 Pressed 8. Blown Glass-limits & Procedures EMI 16.1.2 ,Annex SA NTE-CCA-Ql 1-88 40CFR426
425 Pressed and Blown Gless, Contaminants ELN1C5 Al-S NTE-CCA-011-88
426 Preventive Report. Formation-Ecologice.J Damage ELN!F4 Outline Gen Law F2, A7 & 8
427 Protected Natural Areas EEEIT2 !A44-87 General Ecology Law
426 Public Hee.rings. Effluent Stand's for Toxic Pollutants ! 40CFR104
429 Publicly Owned Treatment Works I ,40CFR122
430 Pulb & Pe.per- Effluent limits &Procedures EMI 6.1.2 Annex 6A 40CFR430
431 Pulp and Paper, Wastewater to weterbodies iELN C8-3 NOM-CCA-015-ECOL/93 40CFR430
432 Pulp, Recycled Fiber Industry. Wastewater IELN C28-3 NOM-CCA-025-ECOLl93 410 FR430
433 Radiation Protection Programs ! 40CFR190-192
434 Redionuclides 49CFR173.435
435 RCRA-Resourcs Conversation 8. Recovery Act1976 i 42U8C9601-9675
436 Recreation Water Contad Quality Requirements IELN IC13 ,Table 1 CE-CCA-OOl-89
437 Refine Petro &Petrochemical-limits &Procedure IEMI 16.1.2 Annex SA NTE-CCA-Q03-88
438 Refine Petro &Petrochemical-limits &Procedure EMI 6.1.2 ,Annex SA NTE-CCA-003-SB i40CFR419
439 Registration, Pesticides, Fertilizers &Toxic SubstslELN 'D 5 L.ists Inter Dept Commis:S7-88
440 Resources Conserve.tion and Recovery Programs 140CFR256.30
441 Restaurants &Hotels-limits & Procedures !EMI16.1.2 Annex6A NOM-CCA-Q26-ECOL/93 I
442 Restaurants & Hotels-Jimits &Procedures IELNIC31 NOM-CCA-O2G-ECOlJ93
443 Risk Assessment Preliminary IEMI 4.1.0 Annex48 Outline
444 Risk Levels Assessment !ELN IE1 Social SecuritY/Act .,
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445 Risk Management-Report quanteties EMI 111.0.01 IList 8. Checklist 29CFR191 0.1200
446 Rubber Processing Effluent Standards IELN C3 NOM-CCA-012-ECOL/93 EPA440/1-74j01380030
447 Rubber Processing Emmision Standards I INOM-CCA-012-ECOL/93 ?? 40CFR60.540/428
448 Rubber Produdion, Hal Waste Stds & Rpts IELN 03 Table 6.1 NOM-CRP-OOl -ECOL/93 40CFR60.540/428
449 Safe Drinking Water Act ! 42USC300et sea
450 Safety & Hygiene Conditions in Workplaces ELN E9 InstIl ,Labor 8. Social Sec 29CF~191 0.1 200
451 Safety & Hygiene for Noise ELN Ell Levels Instlll,Labor 8. Social S
452 Safety & Hygiene for stacking 8. Unstack materials ELN E16 NOM-006-STPS/93
453 Safely 8. Hygiene, Nonionizing Electromagnetic R~ELN IE18 I NOM-013-STPS/93
454 Safety & Hygiene, Prod,Storaqe, & Handle explos ELN IE17 NOM-008-STPSI93
455 Safety 8. Hygiene, Showers. Locker Rooms 8. LodjELN IE19 NOM-018-STPS/93 I
456 Safety 8. Hygiene, Static Electricity IELN E20 JNOM~022·STPS/93
457 Safety &Hygiene at Work IELNIE 2 Al-271 Organic.labor,San~ary laws
458 Sampling of Receiving Water Bodies IELN!C9 Article 8 NOM-AA-14/BO I
459 Sawmill Products-limits 8. Procedures EMI 6.1.2 Annex SA NTE-CCA-019-88
460 Sawmill Products/Pulp 8. Paper Boards EMI16.1.2 Annex SA NTE-CCA-019-88 40CFR429-431
-
461 Secretariat of Social development. Adminstrat Unr ELN A2 A1 ISEDESOL I
462 SEDESOL Responsibilities 8. Administation EMI13.1.0 List & Graphs I
463 Service Stations-TestinCl of Vapor Recovery- EMI 5.1.2 Annex SA NOM-PA-CCAT-023-93
464 Sewage Sludge and Irrigation ELN C34/C3S INOM-CCA-033·ECOL/1993 40CFR501-503/261.24
465 Sewage Sludqe Disposal I 40CFR125
466 Sewage Treatment Plents-Emissions I 40CFR60.150
467 Sheet Glass, Contaminants ELN C6 A1-S NTE-CCA-Ql0-88 40CFR426
468 Sheet Glass-limits & Procedures IEMI 6.1.2 Annex SA NTE-CCA...Q10-88 40Cffi426
469 Simplification Program for import/export Haz MatJ~ELN 013 Hal Mati Imports/Exports
470 Site Select/prep-conventional steam generate pia ELN F9 A1-3 CE-OESE-002-88
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471 Soap & Detergent Wastewater Discharge ELNIC33 NOM-CCA-3-ECOL/93 40CFR417
472 Soap & deterqent-limits &Procedures EMI 6.1.2 Annex 6A INTE-CCA-O3D-S1 40CFR417
473 Soda Beverage-limits &Procedures iEMI 6.1.2 Annex SA !NTE-CCA-016-88
474 Soda Beveraqe-limits &Procedures iEMI 6.1.2 Annex 6A .NTE-cCA-016-88
475 Solid Waste Disposal Program IEMI 8.0 IChecklist 40CFr256.20
476 Solid Waste Facility PIB.nning end Implementation 40CFr256'.40
477 Solid Waste, Storage 8. Collection 40CFR243
478 Solids in Waters, Gravimetric IELN C9 Article 8 NOM-AA,-34/81
479 Source Separation Guidelines for Solid Waste Recove/y 40CFR246
480 Sources-Solid Particulate Matter EMI 5.1.2 Annex5A NTE-CCAT-009-88
481 SOX Measurement 8. Equipmnet Ce.lib lEMI 5.1.2 Annex SA NTE-CCAT-005-91 40CFR50.4
462 SOX Measurement Be Equipmnet Calib EMI 5.1.2 iAnnex SA NTE-CCAT-005-91 40CFR50.4
483 Spill or Incident Manifest Form EMI FoRNFORMS In Spanish
484 Stationa/Y Source,Forms, Instructions in Fed Jurisq ELN S17 I General Law-many referen
485 Stationary Sources, New 40CFR60
486 Stationary Sources-Diesel Combustion Process EMI !5.1.2 Annex 5A NTE-CCAT-005-88 40CFR60
467 Stationarv Sources-Fuel Oil-Atmosphere Emissior EMI 5.1.2 Annex5A NTE-CCA.T-077-88 40CFR60
488 Stationary Sources·Natural Gas Combustion EMI 5.1.2 Annex5A NTE-CCAT-008-88 140CFR60
489 Steam Generators, Fossil Fueled 40CFR60.30
490 Steel Making Plants-EffluenVEmissions 40CFR420/60.140
491 SUQer Cane Industry Effluent into waterbodies !ELN jC14 NOM-CCA-002-ECOL/93
492 Sugar Cene Industry-limits & Procedures EMI 6.1.2 Annex6A NTE-CCA-002-88 j40CFR409
493 Sulfides, Colorimetry Methylene Blue & lodometriclELN IC1 a Article 8 NOM-AA-84/82
494 Sulfur Acid Mist IELN IB3-4 iNOM-CCAT-D01-ECOLj93 140CFR50.4-60
495 Sulfur Dioxide iELN 83-4 NOM~T-001-ECOL/93 40CFR50A-SO
496 SuHur Dioxide (SO(2)) daily avg 0.13 PPM ELN 181-1 40CFR50.4-GO
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497 Sulfur Dioxide. establish mea methods.ambient ai ELNIB30 I NOM-CCAM-005-ECOLj93 140CFR50 App A 7/90
498 Sulfur Umits in Gas-Oil fuels for Stationary Sources ELNIB16 I NOM-CCAT-015-ECOLj93 i
499 Sulfur Trioxide ELN IB3-4 I NOM-CCAT-D01-ECOLj93 140CFR50A-60
500 Sulfur. Atmospheric Emissions EMI 15.1.2 jAnnex SA INTE-CCAT-012-88 i 4DCFR.50.4
501 Sulfur. Uquid Fuel <2% by Weight?? UPGRADED ELNIB16 Al-4 INTE-CCA.T-018-91 ?NOM-CCAT-015-ECOLl93
502 Sulfuric Acid Plants-Emissions;Effluent EMI 15.1.2 !Annex SA INTE-CCAT-001-88 40CFR60.301
503 Sulfuric Acid Plants-Emissions;Effluent ELN!83-3 ! NOM-CCAT-D01-ECOLl93 40CFR60.30/
504 Suspended particulates Measure8.Equip CaJib EMI15.1.2 Annex 5A INTE-CCAT-002-91 40CFR50. App 8 7/90
505 Suspended particulates Measure&E~ Calib ELNI820 ! NOM-CCAM-002-ECOLj93 .40CFR50. App 8 7/90
506 Suspended particulates.27S micrograms per cubic ELN 181.1 I i,
507 Suspended Particulates.Determining ConcentratiojELN i811 Al-8 INTE-CCAM-D002/88, I
SOB Synthetic Rubber. Tires. Tubes. Contaminants IELNIC3 IAl-8 NTE-CCA.-D12-88
509 Synthetic Rubber.tires.&tubes-limits & Procedures EMI !6.1.2 Annex 6A NTE-ccA-D12-88
510 Synthetic Rubber.tires.&tubes-limits Be Procedures EMI !6.1 .2 Annex SA INTE-cCA-012-88 40CFR414
511 Tannery & Leather Finishing-limits 8. Procedures IEMI16.1.2 Annex 6A iNTE-CCA-Q21-88 40CFR425
512 Terrestrial Toxic Substance Guidelines ! ! I 40CFR799.20S0-2850, !
513 Texas Water Commission Waste Oassificetion EMIIApp-A I,
514 Textile asbestosJriction & Sealers Umits & Procec EMI 16.1.2 Annex SA !NTE-CCA-D20-88 I
515 Textile Industry, Effluents into waterbodies ELN IC12 IA1-8 INOM-CCA-014-ECOL,/93 40CFR410
516 Textile-limits 8. Procedures ,EMI i6.1.2 IAnnex 6A INTE-CCA-D14-88 40CFR410
517 Thermal Energy. Environmental Protection EEE iT4C7 A155-156 General Ecology Law
518 Thermo Electric Centers-limits & Procedures iEMI i6.1.2 jAnnex 6A INTE-CCA-D01-88
519 Thermoelectric Centers.ConventionaL ContaminanELN ,Cll Al-8 NTE-CCA-DO1-88 ;
520 Thermoelectric Centers-/Elect Pwr Generator IEMI16.1.2 Annex 6A iNTE-CCA-D01-88 40CFR423
521 Timber Products Effluent Standards I I I i40CFR429i ,
522 Total Dissolved Solids. TestinQ. Gravimetric Meth~ELN 1C9 .Article 8 NOM-M-20/80
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523 Toxic Chemical Inventory Forms 40CFR370.40
524 Toxic Chemical. Specific Ustings 40CFR372.65
525 Toxic Pollutnat Effluent Standards 8. Prohibitions !40CFR129
526 Toxic Substance Usts- 2 list enclosed ELN E12 S3-A278 General Health Law-2parts 140CFR302.4
527 Toxic Substances Aquatic Guidelines ! i 140CFR797.1 050-1 970
528 Toxic Substances Guidelines for TerrestriaJ Env. I !40CFR799.2050-2850
529 Toxic Substances Transformation Processes I I I 40CFR796.31 00-3800I
530 Toxicity Testing i i ! 140CFR7S6I I
531 Toxicity-by Industries - to the Environment ELNiD 3 ! NOM-CRP-OOl -ECOL-93 140CFR7oD-799
532 Transformation Processes, Toxic Substances I i40CFR79S.31 00-3800
533 Trensport-Compat Groups for C-l Explosive Waste EMI 12.1 .0!Anexl 2A NTIMP·SCT-OOl-92 I
534 Transport-Customary Require for Hazardous Matl~ EMI 12.1.0iAnex12A NTTMP-SCT-002-92
535 Transport-Fab Specs for Co'ntainers 8. Packaging EMI 12.1.0 Anexl 2A NTTMP-SCT·O04-92
536 Transport-Labels 8. Symbols, Containers B. Vehicl~ EMI 12.1.0 Anex12A NOM-EE-59 I,I
537 Transport-Transportation Emergency Form EMI 12.1.0 Anex12A INTIMP-SCT-008-92
538 Transport-Transportation Emergency Form EMI 12.1.0 Anex12A NTIMP-SCT-018-92
539 TSCA-Toxic Substance Control Ad ! !40CFR720
540 Underground Injection Control Program , I 40CFR144-1466!
541 Vechicles-Diesel Fuel-Smoke Opacity EMI 5.1.2 Annex SA NTE-CCAT-011-90 I
542 Vehicles- Hydrocarbons, CO,NO using gasoline EMI15.1.2 Annex SA NTE-CCAT-003-88 II
543 Vehicles-Gasoline Emissions-Measure Cheracteri!EMI 5.1.2 Annex SA NTE-CCAT-013-89 i
544 Vehicles-Gasoline Emissions-wt>3000 KG EMI 5.1.2 Annex SA NTE-CCAT-014-91 I
545 Vehicles-Liquified Petroleum Gas-Weight >? ,EMI 15.1.2 IAnnex 5A Nit:':'CCAT-D17-90 !
546 Virgin Pulp Industrv Wastewater Discharge ELN 1C27 i NOM-CCA-Q24-ECOL/93 !
547 Visual, Environmental Protection IEEE!T4C7 A155-1 56 General EcoloQV Law !
548 Volatile Orqanic Liquid Storaqe Vessels-Emissions i i40CFR,60,
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549 Waste Classification. Texas Water Commission EMIIApp~A
550 Wastewaer, Asbestos Textiles, Friction Matis 8. Se ELNIC37 NOM-CCA~020-ECOll93 40CFR427
551 Wastewater Fee Deferment Form EMI ,FORNFORMS lin Spanish
552 Wastewater Permit Form EMI FORNFORMS In Spanish
553 Wastewater Semplinq ELN C9 Article 8 NOM-M-3/80
554 Wastewater Sedimentable Solids, Imhoff Cone Me ELN C9 Article 8 NOM-M-4/77
555 Wastewater usage by irriqation jELN C34 , NOM-CCA-032-ECOll93
556 Wastewater, Asbestos Construction Mfg ELN C4 NOM-CCA-008-ECOl./93 40CFR427
557 Wastewater, Biochemical Oxy Demand.lncubation ELN C9 Article 8 NOM-M-28/81
558 Wastewater, Coffee Processing IndustJy IELNIC30 . NOM-CCA-027-ECOll93
559 Wastewater, Fish 8. Seafood Processinq-oil 8. me ELN C29-3!Table NOM-CCA-028-ECOLj93
560 Wastewater, Grease 8. Oil, Soxhlet Extraction ELN C9 Article 8 NOM-AA-5/80
561 Wastewater. Hospitals ELNiC32-31 NOM-CCA-029-ECOl/93
562 Wastewater, Metal Finishinq to Waterbodies ELN IC24-3 Tables NOM-CCA-01 7/93
563 Wastewater, Municipal 8. Sewerage Drainage LimlELN iC36 NOM-CCA-O31-ECOlI93
564 Wastewater. Nitroqen, Kjeldahl Method ELN C9 Article 8 NOM-M-26/80
565 Wastewater. Ph-Potentiometric ELN C9 Article 8 NOM-AA-8/80
566 Wastewater. Phosphorous,Colorimetric Molvbden ELN C9 Article 8 NOM-M-29/81
567 Wastewater. Preserved Food Packing Industry ELN C25 Table NOM-CCA-Q23-ECOl./93 -- -
568 Wastewater. Pulp 8. Paper Discharge IELN C28-3 Table IN0 M-CCA-O25-ECOlI93
569 Wastewater, Recycled Pulp Fiber Industry IELNIC28-3 Table NOM-CCA-O25-ECO l./93
570 Wastewater, Requlatory Requirements for MexicolEMI 6.0 forms, reports &standards
571 Wastewater, Soaps and Detergents Industry ,ELN C33 NOM-CCA-030-ECOl./93
572 Wastewater, Temperature VisuaLThermometer !ELN C9 Article 8 NOM-AA~7/80
573 Wastewater. vegtableslfruit irrigation, municipal uslELN lC35 NOM-CCA-O33-ECOlI93
574 Wastewater, Virqin Pulp Industry ELNIC27-3; INOM-CCA~024-ECOll93
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575 WastewaterAnimai slaughter8.Meat Packing ELN C23 : NOM-CA-022-ECO~3 40CFR432
576 WasteweterTotai Dissolved Solids,Gravimetric MjELN C9 IArticie 8 NoM-AA-20/80 I,
577 Water Pollution, Prevention and Control(3-29-73) IELN!C 1 IA1-70 .Envir Pollution, A1-3,5,9 I
578 Water Containment Level Goals I I I 40CFR141.50I
579 Water Ecological Criteria Guidelines, 8. Standard~EMI 16.1.2 IAnnex SA .CE-CCA-001-89 40CFR401
580 Water Quality, Ecological CriteriejStandards IELN !C13 IA1-2 CE-CCA-001/89 40CFR131
581 Water Treatment iEMI 16.1.2 IAnnex SA ,NTE-CCA-031-91 40CFR403
582 Water, Primary Drinking Standards i I 40CFR1 41 .70
583 Water. Restaurants 8. Hotels-limits 8. Procedures EMI 6.1.2 IAnnex 6A !NTE-CCA-026-91
584 Waters Law, National ELN!C26 ! i,
585 Wood Product impregnation,Effluents to Waterboc ELNIC20 ITables NOM-CCA-O19-ECOLl93 140CFR429.70
586 Worker Protection and/or Emerqency P1anninq i ! 40CFR311
587 Workplace, Fire Prevention & Protection ,ELNIE14 I !I
588 Workplace,Contaminants Concentration Levels ELN IE 9 !Lists IInstil O,Labor & Social S 29CFR191 0.1 000
589 Workplace.Safety 8. Hygien.Corrosive, IrritantToxiiELN IE 7 I !Instl9,Labor 8. Social Sec
590 Workplace,Safety Conditions for flammable and 0 ELN E8 I INOM-005-STPS/93
591 Zinc in Water. Colorimetric Dithtzone t1L&Atomic AI ELN C9 iMicie 8 iNOM-AA-78/82 ~OCFR60.170/421.8+
692 Zinc Production, Haz Waste Stds 8. Reports IELNjD3 ITab12.10 jNOM-CRP-001-ECOL)93 140CFR60.170/421.8+
APPENDIX B
STRUC11JRES OF REFERENCED PUBLICATIONS
Each of the background and text references are broken down into a
similar formats with somewhat different titles for the structures as they are
produced by different organizations. A study of the published texts show the
following:
I. BEE, Ecological Equilibrium and Environmental
Mexico's BEE (Ecological Equilibrium and Environmental Protection Law is
printed in total as B2 in the ELN reference book. The EEE was Published in the Official
Journal ofFederation Jan 28, 1988 - It consist of 194 sequential articles divided by six
titles, The six titles are further subdivided by 25 chapters within the Titles. The six titles
are also divided into 194 articles within the titles. The structure is broken out as follows:
Tide I.
Title n.
Title ill.
Title IV.
Title V.
Title VI.
General and Administrative Provisions (Articles 1-43)
Protected Natural Areas (Articles 44-87)
Rational Use of Natural Elements (Articles 88-109)
Environmental Protection (Articles 110 - 156)
Public Participation (Articles 157-159)
Measures for Control and Safety and Sanctions (Articles 160-194)
As a specific detailed example "Title one of the "EEE" General Provisions has
five chapters in (Articles 1-43) (reference ELN B2, pg B2-1): These five chapters are:
1. Preliminary Provisions (Articles 1-3)
2. Cooperation among the Federal Government, the states, and the local
governments (Articles 4-7)
3. Attributions ofSEDUE and Coordination among the Agencies and
Bodies ofFederal Public Administration (Articles 8-14)
4. Ecological Policy (Articles 15-16)
5. Instruments ofEcological Policy (Articles 17-43).
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Chapter five. has nine sections (Articles 17-43):
1. Ecological Planning (Articles 17-18),
2. Ecological Regulation Articles (Articles 19-20),
3. Ecological Criteria in Development Promotion (Articles 21~22),
4. Ecological Regulations ofHwnan Settlements (Articles 23-27),
5. Environmental Impact Evaluation (Articles 28-35),
6. Technical Ecological Standards (Articles 36-37),
7. Measures for Protection ofNatural Areas (Article 38),
8. Ecological Education ;and Research (Articles 39-41),
9. Information and Oversight (Articles 44-87)
Each article is broken down by items. For example Section 2 ofChapter
5 was entitled "Ecological Regulation Articles," and has Articles 19 & 20.
Article 20 has three divisions:
1. natural resources,
2. secondary productive activities & services, and
3. human settlements.
The article;s's divisions are divided into items. Article 20's division two "location
of secondary productive activities and services" is divided into four items. These items
are:
a. public works influence location of productivity activities.
b. financing ofeconomic activities induce proper location.
c. tax incentives
d. construction or operation ofcommercial or service establishments.
Basically aU ofthe Mexican environmental regulations follow a similar format
and once the reader becomes accustomed to the system, the system is very logical. The
CFR also follows a similar format but the CFRs have an index so the readers generally
do not have to understand the organizational structure of the text. The structural outlines
ofthe remaining Mexican references are:
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2. ELN. ENVIRONMENTAL I.AWS & NORMS
The subcategories ofELN (Environmental Laws and Norms) are:
A. General explanations ofenvironmental laws (Articles A1-A4)
B. Air (Articles B I-B30),
C. Water (Articles CI-C37),
D. Solid & Hazardous Waste (Articles DI-DI4),
E. Health & Safety (Articles El-£20),
F. Controls ofIndustry (Articles FI-F9).
3. EMI. Environmental Management For Industries including Maguiladoras
Under the EM! reference the major subheadings are:
1. Introduction (Articles 1.0-1.4),
2. Legal Framework (Articles 2.0),
3. Administrative (Articles 3.0-3.3),
4. Preconstruction & Start-Up (Article 4.0 + annexes & forms),
5. Air (Articles 5.0-5.3 + checklists, annexes & lists ofstandards),
6. Wastewater (Articles 6.0-6.3 + tables, list & standards),
7. Hazardous Waste (Articles 7.0-7.3 + tables, list & standards),
8. Solid Waste (Articles 8.0-8.3 + checklists),
9. Special Materials (Articles 9.0-9.8 + checklists),
10. Noise (Articles 10.0-10.4 -I- checklist & standards),
II. Risk Management - Chemical Emergency Preparedness (Articles 11.0-
1l.3 + list & standards),
]2. Tran.~portation(Articles 12.0-12.6 + checklist, standards & forms), and
13. Facility Remediation (Articles 13.0-13.6).
EM! Appendixes
A Texas Water Commission Waste Classifications plus a set ofDecision
Flowcharts,
B. California Hazardous Waste Identification and Lists, and
C Fonns - 15 sets, everything from import manifest to water permits.
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4. NAFIA NORJH AMERICAN FREE TRADE AGREEMENf
The North American Free Trade Agreement Consist of 5 i articles divided into
seven parts plus 45 annexes. The Parts are:
Part One-
Part Two -
Part Three-
Part Four -
Part Five -
Part Six-
Part Seven-
Annexes -
Objective (Articles 1),
Obligations (Articles 2-7),
Commission for Environmental Cooperation
Articles 8-19),
Cooperation and provision of Infonnation (Articles 20-21),
Consultation and Resolution ofDisputes (Articles 22-36),
General Provisions (Articles 37-45),
Final Provisions (Articles 46-51), and the
Integral part ofagreement defining specific points (Articles
1-45).
5 .CFR, CODE FEDERAL REGULATIONS
A. Title 29 CFR 1910, Table of Contents for Occupational Safety and Health
Standards:
Subpart A
Subpart B
SubpartC
SubpartD
SubpartE
SubpartF
Subpart G
SubpartH
Subpart I
Subpart J
SubpartK
SubpartL
SubpartM
SubpartN
Subpart 0
Subpart P
Subpart Q
SubpartR
Subpart S
Subpart T
SubpartU-Y
General,
Adoption and Extension ofEstabJished Federal Standards,
General Safety and Health Provisions,
Walking-Working Surfaces,
Means of Egress,
Powered Platforms, Man lifts, and Vehicle-Mounted Work
Platfonns,
Occupational Health ;and Environmental Control,
Hazardous Materials,
Personal Protective Equipment,
General Environmental Controls,
Medical and First Aid,
Fire Protection,
Compressed Gas and Compressed Air Equipment,
Ma1erials Handling and Storage,
Machinery and Machine Guarding,
Hand and Portable Powered Tools and Other Hand-Held
Equipment,
Welding, Cutting and Brazing,
Special Industries,
Electri,cal,
Commercial Diving Operations, and
ResclVcd.
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B. Title 40 CFR, EPA (Environmental Protection Agency)
The table of contents for the Environmental Protection Agency are:
1-49 Administration & Definitions,
50-99 Air Programs,
50A Air Emission Standards,
100-149 Water Programs,
150-189 Pesticide Programs,
190-192 Radiation Protection,
201-211 Noise,
220-233 Ocean Dumping,
240-299 Solid & Toxic Waste,
300-399 Emergency Plan & Right to Know,
400-471 Water EIDuent Standards,
501-503 Sewage Sludge, and
700-799 Toxic Substances.
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